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Secretary of Education to visit MSU
field's good relations with the
White House and Mike's ability
NEWS EDITOR
to work with the various people
Sometimes it just helps to have involved," Rose said.
Paige's stop at Murray State
connections.
This is what political science will be part of an ongoing tour of
professor Winfield Rose found local schools and communities to
out when he helped secure U.S. promote President George W.
Secretary of Education Rod Bush's education agenda and
Paige to speak at the annual "No Child Left Behind" plan.
Waterfield Public Affairs Lec- Paige will be in Chicago before
ture on April 17. The lecture will stopping in Murray and in jackbe at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center son, Miss., after the Waterfield
lecture.
Ballroom.
"The reason he is going to
Rose credits former student
speak
here is part of his job is to
Mike Pape, who now works in
build
public
support for his proU.S. Congressman Ed Whitfieldposals,"
Rose
said. "We were
's office, and Whitfield himself
certainly
fortunate
to get him."
with pulling the strings to make
Rose
said
he
already
received
Paige's app~arance ,, reality.
a
call
for
a
group
of
University
of
"It would not have happened
Louisville
students
to
attend
the
if it had not been for Mr. Whit-

BY

LISA WHEAT

Rose said Paige got results in
public schools.
"He did not accept the 'We
can't do that here,' " he said.
ln his education plan, Bush
has proposed a $1.6 billion
increase for the Department of
Education. He is advocating a $1
billion increase in federal Pell
Grants for low-income college
students. In addition, the plan
includes almost $1 billion for
reading programs and $2.6 billion for states to improve teacher
quality and recruitment.
Whitfield said he supports
Bush's education plan. He said
Bush's accountability program is
similar to the system already in
place in Kentucky, where par-

lecture.
"We're·
hopeful
we'll get
some people from
o t h e r
places as
well," he
said .
PAIGE
P a i g c
was the Houston Independent
School District superintendent
when Bush was the Texas governor. Under Paige's leadership,
Houston was the first school district in Texas to utilize performance contracts modeled after
those in the private sector. He
also introduced teacher incentive pay, which rewards teachers
for their performance.

STAFF •IEPorr

The

Kentu~

State Police

with assistance from Murray
State University Police are
investigating the death of an
infant Thursday at Hart College, according to a 'KSP press
release. Cause of death wiD be
determined following an autop-

sy.
Angelita R. TumeJ", freshman
Hazel and teSident of
Had's seventh floor, wu
lodged in Calloway County Jail
Thursday nigl.tt on a charge of
tampering With physical ev.i~•.aOCOrdili$ to the• release.
Other <barges are pending
upo.n results of an investigation.
The Mayfield State Police

from

Please see SECRETARY/IS

2001 SGA ELECTIONS

SGA candidate pool
grows from last year

SG A Presidential Candidates for 2001-02 Student Senate

BYJASON

ically, the only position with competition last year .is the only uncontested
position this year with Jace Rabe,
Candidates running for the Student
sophomore from Murray, capturing
Government Association's 2001-02
the seat by default.
senate drew for ballot posiElections will take
tions Tuesday at the tradiplace April10 from 2 to 7 p.m.
tional ~andidates' meeting.
and April 11 from 8:30a.m. to
But, unlike last ye.1r, a pletho4:30p.m.
The election booths
'·
ra of contenders will walk
more candjdates will be lo~ated on the Curris
down the campaign trail.
ru.nniJlg for SGA Center third floor.
"Things are kind of a whirlCoordinator of StutSoM, lOok on
wind right now," said Melisptp
7. Be sure to dtmt Activities Jeanie Morgan
sa Baker, SGA elections, ways
read next week's attributed the increase of canand means chair.
didates to the lack of a clear
"TTle News"
But it is a situation Baker
for extensive
cut front runner in the races.
and the rest of SGA do not
SGA election
Last year, three members of
mind tackling.
coverage.
the previous executive council
Last year, only one of four
ran for seats on the council
executive council positions,
This year, only current Secretary Nikki
treasurer, had more than one candiKey is bidding to remain on the coundate apply. This year, three of the four
cil.
positions wi11 be contested.
"No one wants to run if they don't
Both the president and vice presithink they have a chance to win," Mordent positions have four candidates
gan said. "I love to St.>e several people
vying for the seats while the secretary
Please see SGA/18
race will include five contenders. IronYATES

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Age:23
Classification: senior
Hometown:
Princeton
Major: agriculture
business
Experience: SGA
senator of Industry
and Technology, current IFC president
Reason for running:
"I set a goal for myself
when I first came here
to become SGA president. I have worked
hard, and I feel I am
ready."

Age: 20
Classificat ion: junior
Hometown: Murray
Major: political
science
Experience: SGA
freshman senator and
senator at large
Reason for running:
"I can bring a lot to
the office, and I really
love doing it (being in
SGA). I think I will be
able to reconnect with
the student body."

Age: 22
Age: 25
Classification: senior Classificat ion:
sophomore
Hometown: Paducah
Hometown:
Major: business
administration
: Huntsburg, Ohio
Experience: SGA
: Major: Occupational
freshman senator,
~ Safety and Health
senator at large and
Administration
current secretary
Experience: Army
Reason for running:
ranger
"SGA is the one thing,
Reason for running:
above everything
"I hear people comelse, that I have been
plain about problems
devoted to, and it
and issues at MSU,
would be a huge privi- and I'm willing to step
lege to serve the stuup and do something
dents of Murray
about it."
State."
Robert Pieroni/The News

INSIDE
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Traffic congestion rises on Murray streets
Editor':; IWle: 71ris is tlw first in a tie Southerland said traffic is
series about tile student impact 011 tile busiest from 2:30 to 4 p.m., when
Murray comm1111ity.
local schools are dismissed and

BY

liSA WHEAT

N EWS EDITOR

When students abandoned Murray, as they dtd for Spring Break
last week, their absence lightened
the traffic in the city by more than
20 percent, City Administrator
Don Elias said.
Traffic congestion is nothing
new to Murray, but the situation
ha:. worsened in recent years.
"The numbers ar~ extremely
up," Elias said.
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet annually conduct.:; a twoday study of traffic flow in Murray. Elias said those studies show
the greatest traffic congestion in
areas closest to the Unh•ersity.
Public Sdfcty issued 5,156 student and 1,270 faculty and staff
parking permits last September.
Interim Public Safety Dire<tor Mit-

afternoon classes are getting out. It
is also busy between 7:45 and 9:30
a.m., when students are arriving to
class and people are driving to
work.
State officials counted 10,094
vehicles on 16th Street near Five
Points during a one-day period in
1996, the last time that area was
studied. That number was up 11
percent from 1991. Southerland
said congestion on 16th Street is
particularly bad because of students crossing the street to get to
their cars.
"When you get pedestrians and
cars together you end up with
sometimes slow traffic and pedestrians having to be very careful
where they cross the street,"
Southerland said.
Elias attributed the heavy traffic
on 16th Street, in part, to the Five
Points intersection.

common

grouna
"You just have five arms coming
in at one spot," he said. "We. think
(Five Points) will continue to get
worse because more and more
traffic is coming off 16th Street."
Elias said expanding 16th Street
would create problems when
pedestrians try to cross the road.
"There's little that can be done,"
he said. "I think there are far too
many crosswalks and people don't
use the crosswalks anyway."
Likewise, Southerland said a
pedestrian
overpass
would
require total reconfiguration of
that street. In addition, it would be
difficult to get people to use an
overpass, she said.
"Other than totally redesigning

things, we've done what we can
do with how the streets are currently configured,'' Southerland
said. "We have had a hard enough
time getting them in the crosswalks."
The city's most congested areas
are on 12th Street, where 26,528
vehicles drove between Olive and
Main streets in one day in 1997.
The state's traffic count shows
money is needed for road
improvements. Area developers
also use the numbers to determine
where to locate establishments
sucl1 as fast food restaurants or
service stations.
Elias said when Applebee's was
looking into a Murray location,
franchise representatives said the
restaurant normally requires a
population base of 50,000. But they
looked at the traffic data and
determined Murray would be
worth their investment.
The traffic counts put Ky. 121
into the state's six-year road

Ryan Brooks/The News

Emily Martin, senior from Princeton, dodges traffic In front of
Faculty Hall on her ~·ay to a 9:30 a.m. class Thursday.
improvement plan. Design will
begin this year to expand that
highway into five lanes from 12th
Street to near Coldwater Road .
The study also helped secure
funds for the South U.S. 641
expansion. In addition, the city
submitted a plan to the state this
year for a bypass around Murray.

News

ViewPoint

College Life

Sports

Alcohol sales are scheduled
to begin today at Fifteenth &
Olive restaurant.
•see Page 3

Associate history
professor William
Schell writes a letter
to the University's -~~
presidential search
committee.
•see Page 4

Feet care, feet
fear common
concerns for
students.
•see Page 9

All Division l
schools receive
money from the
NCAA tournament,
even if they do not
play in it.
•see Page 15

\

Elias said lack of funding is an
obstacle when the city looks to
improve its streets. The city of
Murray's budget allocates about
$200,000 each year for road
improvements, but expanding one
mile of road costs $1 million.
"There are real dilemmas for us
Please see TRAFFIC/18

Spring forward
Be sure to set your
clocks forward one
hour Sundav
.. at 2 a.m.
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Rain
ifoday:
High: 55
Low:46

Saturday:
Scattered
Showers
High: 60
Low:42

Sunday:
Showers
Hjgh: 53
Low: 37
Monday:
Partly Cloudy
High: 58
Low:44

fuesday:
Partly Cloudy
High: 69
Low: 46
Wednesday:
. Partly CJoudy
High: 68
Low: 48

Thursday:
Partly Cloudy
High: 66
Low: 47
Source:
The Wealhet Channel
www.weather.com

Nomination forms have been distributed to gather a pool of candidates from which eight Murray State
employees will be selected to receive
Staff Excellence Awards in 2001.
The Board of Regents established
the c1wards to recognize and express
appreciation for the staff's loyalty
and service. Awards are based on
four categories of permanent
employees as represented in Staff
Congress- clerical, general, facilities
management and executive/managerial/professional. Two awards of
at least $500 will be made within
each group.
To be eligible, persons must have
successfully completed a three·period of employment at Murray State.
Past winners are not eligible for
nomination.
Staff Excellence Award nominations must be received no later than
April 20 at 4:30 p.m. Completest
forms should be returned to Staff
Excellence Award, Murray State
Unh·ersity, P.O. Box 2001 University
Station, Murray, Ky., 42071.

Murray State organizations
sponsor on-campus forum
Local election board members and
the state board of elections assistant
director wiU hold an election procedures forum Tuesday from 6 to 8
p.m. in the Curris Center Theater.
In light of recent election events in
Florida, the Kentucky Election Procedures Forum will be held to educate the audience on how elections in
Kentucky are conducted.

NEWS
How to
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am pus

762-4.468

MSU Board of Regents
recognizes staff members

The Murray State News

students. If using a meal plan, students will need to pay only $3.80.

The forum is co-sponsored by
MSU Political Honors Society Pi
Sigma Alpha, College Republicans
and Young Democrats.

Drop, audH deadline today

Income taxes due April 16

class with a 'W' and to change a full-

Only two weeks are left until your
taxes are due.
MSU students and employees and
low-income taxpayers in the area are
encouraged to take advantage of
VITA, a free tax preparation service,
available in the Business Building
room 353 today, April 6 and 13 from
noon to 4 p.m.
VITA Lc; sponsored by the MSU
Department of Accounting and Beta
Alpha Psi.

semester course from credit to audit.
RacerTouch, 762-3500, can be used
to drop a class. Permission is
required from the instructor to audit
a class. To change a credit to an
audit, bring a signed permission slip
to the Registration Office by 4:30
p.m. today.
For questions or concerns, contact
Kristi Jackson at 762-2394.

Student Law Association
meets to discuss election
The Student Law Association will
hold a meeting Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
in the Curris Center Cumberland
Room to discuss the election of new
officers.

Today is the last day to drop a

Home schooling debate
in Mason Hall Auditorium
The MSU Speech and Debate
Team will hold a debate Tuesday
from 7 to 8 p.m. in the Mason Hall
Auditorium.
Home schooling will be the debate
topic. The audience decides the winner.

Luncheon acknowledges
women's accomplishments

for federal financial aid

The Women's Center invites
everyone to the 2001 Celebrate
Women Luncheon today at 11:30
a.m. m the Curris Center Ballroom.
The program will begin with an
Italian buffet and proceed with presentations acknowledging women's
past, present and future accomplishments.
The cost is $10 for faculty, staff and
non-University persons and $7 for

Sunday is the priority filing date
for financial aid applications for the
2001.02 school year. Students should
have their Murray State Financial
Aid Application in to the Student
Financial Aid Office and their Free
Application for Federal Student Aid
mailed to the processor.
This priority filing date also
applies to studenl<; requesting finan
cial aid for the fall semester only.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175 •
E-Mail: thenews@murr.oystote.edu

Priority filing date Sunday

Ryan Brooks/The News

Tuning out:

Jeremy Egner, sophomore from Wingo, seems
amused by his music selection while sitting behind Pogue Library.
Financial Aid applications are
a\·ailable in the Student Financial
Aid Office in the Sparks Hall basement or by accessing the Financial
Aid Office home page <1!:
http:/ /www .murraystate. edu /Sl.~
sv /financial/index.htm

Ballroom dancing class
at RSEC open to public
Elsie Thurman will teach a ballroom dancing class as part of Murray State's Center for Continuing
Education. TI1e class will begin on

Monday and continue for five consecutive Mondays.
The class will meet from 7:30 to
8:30 p .m . at the Regional Special
Events Center Hospitality Room.
Mrs. Thurman will teach dances
such as the fox trot, waltz, rumba
and aspects of swing. The class will
cost $~5 and dance partners are not
necessary.

Campus Brit'fl!f is compiled by Assistant
Nt!U>s Editor Marci Owen and Assistant

College l.ift Editor Scott Gibson.

THENEWS.ORG FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT THAT GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY'S
EDITION Of "THE MURRAY STATE NEWS."

ENEWS.org
~tJt~· OC\\.., on!' I ._
riU\

www.thenews.org

IT IS UPDATED WEEKLY.

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm

.

College Ufe: http://www.thenews.org/life.htm
V.ewpoint: http://www.thenews.org/opinion.htm
Sports: http://www.thenews.org/sports.htm
Online: http:// www.thenews.org/online.htm

Pool Days are Alrnost Here!
'

Murray

Place

Rent Starting at

$2 45

per person
per month

4-BR I 4·Bath Unfurnished

Luxury Living for College Students

Features Include ...

Spring i~ in the dir. ,,nd before you
know it, it will be pool weather.
Murr.,y rtace has,, gre,\t pool
for MSU student~! We also
h;we c\ Stc1te•of-the·art fitness
center to help you get in ~hc\pe for
the wartn we,\ther. We hcwe ·'
new, low rental rate right now,
~o hurry in ,,nd sign up today
before rates in<re,\$e!
Murray Pl,"e is the BEST off
Cc\rnpu~ living for college students.

Limited Time Only

Pool ctays are almost here. Don't be left out!

• 4-br 4-bath & 2-br 2-bath
• Private bath off each bedroom
• Fully furnished & unfurnished
available
• FREE washer & dryer in apt
• Individual Leases
• Minutes from campus
• Very high speed Internet
• FREE Cable with HBO &
Cinemax
• Roommate matching
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool table, foosball & stereo
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Lighted tennis court
• State-of-the-art fitness center
• 9-foot ceilings with ceiling fans
in all bedrooms and living room

759-3003 •1700 Lowes Dr. • www.MurrayPiace.com
J
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Alcohol sales begin today
BY

MARCI O WEN

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

While Friday is not the grand
opening for Fifteenth & Olive,
the restaurant is expected to be
flooded with customers.
Owner Jeff Yates said the
restaurant has almost 200 reservations made for the opening
night of liquor-by-the-drink in
Murray.
"We plan to have drinks available by 5 p.m.," he said.
In addition to the customer
increase, several employees have
been added in preparation for
Friday night, Yates said.
"With the bar being open,
we'll have bartenders, bar backs,
servers, hostesses and parking
attendants," he snid.
Yates said they will have a full
bar where customers will be able
to order a cocktail, beer, drafts,

frozen drinks and wine by the
glass or bottle.
Yates said they have tried to
make the price of drinks reasonable so e\·eryone will be able to
afford them.
" It will be cheaper than Paducah, but maybe a little more
expens1ve th.1n going down
South," Yates snid.
He said although the bar may
be busy Friday night, he did not
foresee any trouble in maintaining 70 percent of sales from
food .
"You can be busv in the bar on
Friday and Saturday or t!Ven
through the week, but you still
have day sales and other times
when the bar won' t be so busy,"
Yates Silid. " Delivery, catering,
it all counts toward food sales,
so it shouldn' t be difficult."
Yates said no one has
expressed any concern to him

3

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, March 22

personally about the approaching
1:45 a.m . A verbal warning was
sale of alcohol at Fifteen th &
issued for disregarding a stop·
Olive, but he has heard rumors of
light at Five-Points.
people sending minors to the
7:59 a.m. An officer had reason
restaurant to purchase alcohol in
to believe someone was staying
an attempt to get the restaurant in
in Franklin College, which was
trouble.
closed during Spring Break.
"It's the local police and ABC
Open colleges were Regents,
officers that will send people, not
White and Clark. The individ·
random people from the town," • ual was not registered to be in
Yates said. "But that's not a probany of these.
lem because we are going to be 1:15 p .m . There was the smell of
very strict. You may get carded
smoke on the second floor of
more than once."
the Business Building. Every·
Fifteenth & Olive may have the
t hing was OK upon officer
monopoly on d rink sales in Murarrival.
ray for the time being, but City
6:55 p .m . The sound of running
Administrator Don Elias said
water was reported in Racer
other restaurants have applied.
Arena. The caller said the
Applebee's application has
sound could be a broken pipe.
The officer was unable to find a
been submitted to the state, and
leak.
El Tequila has one missing item
remaining before their application is sent to the state as well,
Friday, March 23
Elias said.
2:59 a.m . Murray Police Depart·
ment requested officer assistance with a fight in progress at
BP at 13th and Main streets.
Non-student Willie Hagler was
"Administration has been very
arrested on the scene and
good to u s," he said. "But then
charged for DUJ, disorderly
again, we haven't given them
conduct and resisting arrest.
anything to object to either."
7:30 a.m . Someone was report·
xafella said in theory "The
ed
swinging from the ceiling
Shield" does have absolute freepipes
in Racer Arena. Nothing
dom, but with that freedom
was found upon officer arrival.
comes responsibility. Williams
was quick to emphasize his staff
does not p rint any material that
Saturday, March 24
would intentionally offend read- 12:18 a.m. A verbal warning

Court ruling impacts yearbook
BY SEVERO A VILA
CONTRIBUTING WRITE!!

The U.S. 6th Circuit Court of
Appeals called student yearbooks
a "limited public forum, " after
former Kentucky State University
students filed a lawsuit against
the university because the school
confiscated the books.
The students won, but what
does this mean for Murray State's
yearbook, ''The Shield?"
Carl Williams, "The Shield" coeditor in chief, said the ruling
proves the administration does
not have a right to dictate what
goes into a yearbook.
"This case supports the fact that

we have the final say in what goes
into the vearbook," he said.
Jeann~ Scafella, journalism and
mass communic.1tion chair, said
there h.1s not been any animosity
between "The Shield" and University administration, which
supports the student publication.
"They (the court) certainly
decided the right way," said
Scafella, who also has a law
degree. "Yearbooks are a medium
of human expression. It's censor!ihip if you restrict that, .md it's
also a violation of the first amendment."
Williams also recognized the
Lack of adversity from the administration toward "The Shield ."

ers.
"If it's an important part of Uniwrsity We, then yes, but we
won't intentionally seek out that
kind of material," he said. "We're
more weary of offending our
audience than school administra•
tion.''

Sun, sand, and that special guy...
Spri break
rets?
Get a Free Pregnancy Test
same day results • all services confidential

LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center
1506 Chestnut Street
Tan house 2-doors down from Boulders

753-0700

was issued for failure to dim
high beams in the D.:~iry Queen
parking lot.
1:54 p .m . The Murray Police
Department received a 911
hang-up call from West Kentucky Livestock and Expo Cen-

ter. An officer locat~d the
phone,
and
everything
appeared to be OK.
11:27 p.m . A verbal warning
was issued for excessive speed
on Coldwater Road.

Sunday, March 25
2:37 a.m . A verbal warning was
issued for one headlight and
careless driving <1t 16th Street
and Olive Boulevard.
2:41 a .m. An officer issued a
verbal warning for excessive
speeding on U.S. 641 in front of
Wal-Mart.
9 p.m. A caller reported a chl.'C.k
found in their belongings
intended for a Murray State student. The caller askt.>d if University police could locate the stu·
dent and advise her she could
pick up her check. There was no
contact with the student, but a
note was left.
11:41 p.m. A smoke detector in
White College was reported
making sounds in a residential
college room for no reason.

Monday, March 26
1:37 a.m. A car was stopped for
suspiciou" activity in the stadi·
urn lot.
5:04 p.m. Someone was stuck in
an Elizabeth College elevator.
The subject was removed, and
F.1dlitics Managt.>ment wtis
notified of door problems.
11:34 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning for careless driving in the dorm circle.

Room advised a life-flight helicopter would be landing within
the hour.
7:15 p.m . A verbal warning was
issued in the dorm circle for no
taillight.
9:42 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning for failu re to
regard a stop sign on Coldwater
Road at Attitudes.

Wednesday, March 28
9:41 a.m. A minor was in possession of alcohol in Regents
College. A housing d isciplinary
referral was filed.
U:ll p .m. A verbal warning
was issued for loud music in
the dorm circle at Richmond
College.
3 p.m . A Murray Police Department traffic stop led to the
arrest of a subject for possession
of drugs and alcohol in the
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology parking lot.
3 p .m. A traffic stop by the M u rray Police Departmen t in the
Elizabeth College parking lot
led to the arrest of a subject for
DUI and trafficking of marijuana within 1000 yards of a
school. The subject also had a
weapon in their possession. The
vehicle and the weapon were
seized.

Racer escorts • 2
Motorist assists - 2

Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owen, assistant IIL'UIS editor, from
Tuesday, March 27
malcri,lls available from Public
7:41a.m. The Murray-Calloway' Safety. All dispatclted calls are not
County Hospital Emergency listed.
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Design your own choosing from
hundreds of different bead shapes and
colors. Sororities and clubs can have
bracelets made in your colors.
Great gifts for others or yourself!
Prices start at $20. Contact
[})QD~®~rr&<!:(SO(j)~l})®~l1i1tl&H0QC£®ll\1i)~

~~-------~~--~~

~~

Mnn¥Bank

How Banking Should Be

~---~~~-------~~ ~

P.O. Box 1300
405 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-5626
Fax: (270)759·3777

Did You Forget?
April 1 is the Priority Filing
Date for Student Financial
Aid applications for20012002 requesting grants
(non-repayable), loans,
and/or student employment.

Apply Today
Student Financial Aid Ollice
Sparks Hall · Base~nent

~--'

Now
~~~~~~~~~~~

1.75 LT Cruzan Flavored
Rums $16.99

1.75 LT Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum $21.99

1. 75 LT Arbor Mist
Wines $6.51

1.75 LT Fridays
Cocktails $14.99

1.75 LT Kessler
$15.98

Bud & Bud Lt.
Party Balls $29.95

1.75 LT Cuervo Authentic
Margarita $15.98

Michelob
12 pk NR $9.51

1.75 LT Seagrams
v.o. $23.99
Corona
12 pk NR $14.18

4 pk Jack Daniels
Cocktails $4.99

750 ml Kahlua
coffee liquor $17.14

750 ml Motiff flavored
sparkling wine $6.97

1.75 LT Pepe Gold
Tequila $28.97

1.75 LT Gordon
Gin $15.99

750 ml Bartenders
Cocktails $9.60

·Bud & Bud Lt. 12 oz
LNNR Case $17.41

Killians Red
12 pk NR $12.66

1.75 LT Smimoff
Vodka $18.98

1.75 LT Everclear P.G.A.
$29.98

Smimoff Ice
6 pk $6.84

Zima
6 pk $5.96

1.75 LT Canadian
Club $20.97

1.75 LT Peachtree
Schnapps $19.98

1.75 LT Southern
Comfort 76° $21.99

1.75 LT J&B Scotch
$35.98

1.75 LT Skoal
Vodka $9.98

ViewPoint

VI£WPOINT EDITOR: LOREE STARK

4

762-4468

PHONE!

Our View

After last year's
Student Government
Association election,
when three of the
four executive council positions were
uncontested, it is
definitely a positive
change to see so
many people interested in next year's
executive council.
In fact, four people
applied for president
alone, the most to
apply since 1995.
Four people are
running for vice
president and five
for secretary. The
treasurer is the only
position uncontested.
The
competitive
edge this year offers
an interesting perspective of the SGA
elections· to students
who arrived at the
University in the
past two or three
years. Aside from
last
year
being
uncontested,
the
year before offered
only two candidates
for president.
This is a pleasant
change, considering
the lack of candidates quite possibly
contributed to the
absence of students
at the polls last
spring.
On a campus with
approximately 9,000
students, only 627
people showed up
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last year at the polls
to place their votes.
That was a sharp
drop of about 550
people from the previous election.
But this year's list
of candidates may be
just the trick to get
students involved
again in choosing
their representatives.
Inevitably,
the
introduction of so
many candidates for
the SGA executive
council can do nothing but create interest among the students as the election
approaches.
With so many candidates to choose
from, surely students can find potential leaders to identify with on some of
the most prevalent
issues; parking, the
proposed Wellness
Center, etc.
More students at
the polls would
equate into better
student representation. Students cannot
expect for problems
to be fixed unless
they invest in a candidate whose ideas
they share.
Perhaps the large
vnumtrer of candidates for executive
council
positions
could help push the
student body toward
greater
student
involvement.
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Academic excellence essential to success
In My

s9nior, Mayfield

I am a serious candidate for
Murray State president. I am
committed to academic excellence, not just to its appearance,
and to programs and policies
fashioned in coUaboration with
the best minds of our University.
I wish to point out that
although standards of academic
professionalism
require
a
prompt and courteous acknowledgement of all applications and
inquiries for advertised positions, the Board of Regents/presidential search committee has yet
to acknowledge mine.
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Dear presidential search committee:
I have seen the advertisement
for your presidential search in
the "Chronicle of Higher Education" and would like to be considered for the position. As you
know I have long been active in
the affairs of Murray State University, where I am a tenured
associate professor.
My years of teaching have
given me a thorough understanding of the academic mission of the University and my
years as Faculty Senate Finance
Committee chairman and con-

current service on the executive
committee have given me a more
thorough understanding of the
University budget and operations.
Moreover, though it may seem
paradoxical, my success in organizing a faculty union at Murray
State is testimony to my political
ability. As many have pointed
out, this a critical criteria in the
selection you have to make.
Much has been made of the
need to find a leader with vision
to carry Murray State into the
21st century, yet the nature of
that leadership and vision has
been left undefined. Presidential
leadership is the building of consensus for a long-term strategic
plan that defines commitment to
academic excellence as the common purpose of the University
community.
Presidential vision cannot be
that of a single individual; it
must reflect collective wisdom.
Presidential vision must be vetted by the fine minds of faculty,
staff and, yes, students to weigh
costs and benefits in setting goals
and allocating scarce resources.
By encouraging a shared sense of
responsibility, we will be able to

realize our collective obligation
to use our resources wisely and
creatively in accomplishing our
three-fold mission of instruction,
research and service.
The impact of globalization on
higher education makes commitment to academic excellence
absolutely essential to Murray
State's survival. Rapid technological advances are changing
higher education in ways we
have yet to understand. Soon the
technology and programs of the
so-called virtual universities will
be perfected and delivered into
every home with transparent
user-friendly interfaces as part of
cable service.
Students will take classes at
home taught by Harvard, Yale
and Oxford professors and presumably be able to obtain
degrees from the commercial
provider. Because this development is so close on the horizon,
the commitment of limited
resources for so-called satellite
campuses is the height of folly.
They are already obsolete.
What, then, is my vision for
Murray State? Traditional universities provide physical and
social arenas in which young

people reinvent themselves as
adults. This cannot be done in
virtual environment. It can only
occur in a community of learning, interaction, and sharing.
Only the best traditional small
universities may survive the
globalization and commercialization of higher education. To
ensure Murray State is among
these, more resources must be
committed to essentials such as
the library (shamefully neglected
during the past decade);
increased faculty and faculty
salaries; the construction of new
student housing to give architectural substance to the largely
unrealized but worthy ideal of
residential colleges. lndeed, it is
the residential aspect Murray
State must sell to remain viable
but it can only be sold if the ultimate product is academic excellence.
I believe I have the skills necessary to make the best of Murray
State's many assets, and I hope
you will give serious consideration to my candidacy.

William Schell Jr. is an associate
history professor and world civilization and culture program director.
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Murray State News" Is prepared and
edited by students under the advisership of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
of the editors and other signed writers.
These opin10ns do not necessarily represent
the view of 1ournalism faculty or the Un~ver
sity, This Is an official publication of Murray
State University.

To the Editor:
In a recent commentary in
"The Murray State News," a
writer was critical of the
Career Service's department
and its just-completed career
fair. My experience with
Career Services has been very

productive.
I am currently employed by
an internationally-known corporation, which offered me an
opportunity for employment
as a result of a brief interview
conducted in the Curris Center during a career fair in the
fall of 1997.
I now attend the career fair
as a recruiter for my employer, and I have been very

pleased with the quality of
students and applicants MSU
has to offer. As a matter of
fact, my employer has hired
two Murray State studl~nts as
a result of the contacts made at
career fairs.
.
As a Murray State student, I
worked closely with the
Career Services staff. I was
given solid advice and guidance by Gina Winchester and

her staff, as they helped prepare me for my life beyond
graduation. For that I will be
forever grateful.
We all understand every
student who attends a career
fair may not be hired on the
spot or invited for an interview; however, a tremendous
amount of effort is exerted by
both the prospective employer
and Murray State's Career

Services to ensure an opportunity exists for Murray graduates.
It is my hope, both personally and professionally, that
Career Services will keep up
the good work for all Murray
State students. They did for
me.
Mark Hart
Calvert City
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Statements in recent letter unnecessary
In My
Opinion

jAMES
SICKEL
"IF THE NEXT
PRESIDENT SEES
All THE
RESPONSES
FROM ALL THE
CONCERNED
UNIVERSITY
AND
COMMUNITY
PEOPLE, HE MAY
BE THE BEST
INFORMED
PRESIDENT
REGARDING
THE QUAUTIES
OF M SU OF
ANY IN RECENT
TIMES."

There are those who tear down
and those who build up. Advancement occurs when the builders prevail.
Some of the statements by Bill
Schell in his March 9letter to the editor of "The Murray State News"
were ridiculously foolish and
uncalled for. To compare Board of
Regents Chairman Sid Easley's handling of the presidential !'earch with
the Taliban is absurd.
I have known Sid Easley, who is
serving as the presidential search
committee chairman, for 25 years,
and his lovely wife Melissa was one
of my brightest biology students. I
can think of no other person in
whose hands I would rather have the
future of Murray State University at
this critical juncture. The choice of
the next pre~ident and decisions
regarding the new science complex
will provide the secure keel necessary to steer us in the direction we
need to go in the 21st century.
The ad in the "Chronicle of Higher
Education," while not typical of ads
seeking a president, reflected
Easley's fierce pride in Murray State
University and emphasized Murray
as a vibrant, growing community,
and a great place to live and teach.
Last weekend I caught the train in
Carbondale, Ill., and visited my son
in Chicago. He lives in Evanston, a
quiet residential neighborhood a few
miles north of the city, in a condo
looking out onto Lake Michigan. The
sound of waves on the beach
soothed me to sleep.
We visited the Field Museum and
studied Sue, the largest and most
complete tyrannosaurus skeleton,
and 100-year-old specimens of passenger pigeons, ivory billed woodpeckers and Carolina parakeets reminders of nature's great extinction event that ended the dinosaurs
65 million years ago and man's great
extinction events of the 20th century
telling the story of our forefather's
disregard for the environment.

The next day 1 walked for hours Easley was criticized for a statement century as when he said them more
around downtown from my son's about the importance of research at than 300 years ago,''... the vast ocean
office in the Chicago Board of Trade Murray State that, taken out of con- of undiscovered truth lay before
building, which we reached by com- text, was interpreted to suggest he me." It is this vast ocean of undismuter train. The city was bustling didn't think it was as important as it covered truth in which our students
and clean, although window shop- obviously is.
swim when they participate in
ping is not as pleasant as in the past
I spoke to him afterward and he research programs and share the satbecause we had to suffer the air pol- indicated what he was pointing out isfaction of discovery.
lution from hoards of high-rise office is what we all know: regional uniDuring the years as we expanded
workers taking smoking breaks on versities are not research institu· faculty and increased students in
the sidewalks. But inside the shops tions. Their primary emphasis is Blackburn Science Building,, I have
and museums were fresh and smoke teaching, and the Council on Post· had to discontinue several important
free - a very pleasant change. I secondary Education and the legisla- research projects that would hnve
enjoyed the city, but I am so thankful tors cannot support research at the resulted in publications and possible
I live in Murray. I think that is the regional universities to the degree outside funding because I had to
sentiment Easley ~xpressed in the they do at UK and U of L But he is give up space for new faculty.
ad.
aware research is a critical compo·
Graduate and undergraduate stuEasley has held open meeting~ nent of any institution of higher edu- dents work in my office because
across the Purchase Area to receive cation.
there is no o ther place to put them.
In fact, the definition of a " univer- They certainly get firsthand experi·
input for the presidential search
from all those interested in Murray sity" includes "an institution of high- ence in all aspects of my professional
State and its influence on the region. er learning p roviding facilities for life since we work side by side all
This has taken a great deal of his teaching and research." Our con- day long.
time and has exposed him to criti- tracts specify that in addition to
Unfortunately, the new science
cism from those bent on criticizing. teaching we are to engage in scholar- building as designed will only
But it also demonstrates his daunt- ly research. But it should not even be replace Blackburn and not provide
less spirit and desire to let everyone necessary to have that in the contract additional space. The new president
who is influenced by Murray State because, as professional scientists, will need to rethink that plan. If he
have their voice heard by the Board research is one of the activities we can provide the space, the faculty
of Regents.
fervently pursue.
will provide the research grants to
Easley even circulated a questionAt the regional universities, facul- fill it with equipment and students.
naire with a number of presidential ty are not paid to do just research as "Build it and they will come."
attributes to be ranked in terms of many are at UK and U of L, but they
Sometimes research at MSU is one
importance and a request for any are expected to do so, or should be, of those proverbial " best kept
other comments. Through this as part of their professional activi- secrets." We need to promote Murprocess many of the outstanding ties. And they must be provided ray State's strong undergraduate
qualities of Murray State have been with the facilities, at least the space, research programs for a public uniexpressed a:-; faculty, ~taff and stu- to carry on an active research pro- versity its size. And this has been
dents seek to inform Easley of their gram.
accomplished by dedicated faculty
most cherished programs in hopes · Given the space, faculty will find supported by a visionary administhe Board will ensure the next presi- the outside resources to equip their tration.
research labs. And this is crucial in
University founders in 1922 who
dent supports them.
If the next pre~ident sees all the the design of the new science build- were able to receive funding to start
responses from all the concerned ing. The millions of dollars in a teachers school in western KenUniversity and community people, research g rants have purchased tucky, where there was a critical
he may be the best informed presi- almost all of the advanced science shortage of teachers, must have had
dent regarding the qualities of MSU equipment that undergraduate and a vision that it would grow into a
graduate students use, and has pro- comprehensive university providing
of any in recent times.
Holding open meetings a lways vided many opportunities for stu- unprecedented opportunity to the
opens one to criticism especially dents to work and receive financial region.
when statements are taken out of support.
The first science dean, Walter
context or misunderstood. After the
The prophetic words of Isaac New- Blackburn, and P.r::esident Woods
meeting with the science facu lty, ton a re just as true today in the 21st were staunch supporh:•rs of research

and found a way to make possible
the dream of Hunter Hancock to provide a teaching and research facility
on the shore of Kentucky Lake.
Today under the direction of
David White, the station, as part o f
the Reservoir Research Center
including biology, chemistry, geoscience, physics and mathematics
faculty, forms the premier teaching
research center for reservoir researCh
in the Midwes t. former s tudents
who partkipated in classes and
research at the r enter hold prominent positions nationwide m state
and ft.>deral ag(:ncics, industry, and
teaching at all levels.
As important as resea rch is to
highe r educatio n, our prima ry
emph.1sis is s till l1n prm id ing the
best possible undergraduate education to the most s tudent.;.
I'm confident Eas ley and the Board
of Regents will sell>ct a president
who will steer Murray State in the
right direction in the 21s t century,
promote our m ost cherished programs •md work tirelessly in Frankfort to get the reStntrccs, which are
needed to pro vide s tudt•nts an
enriching edul·.1tion while faculty
continue their professional dewloP:,
ment through research and scholarly
activities.
.
In closing. I wa nt to say that while
I respect the right for William Schell
to express his negative vie\-\'S regarding the Board of Regents ,md the
way he percei\'CS Easley is conducting the presidential search, I do not
believe those views reAect that of the
majority of the faculty.
I appreciate the openness with
which Easley has sought input from
all concerned, and I look forward to
the Board's selection of the best candidate who can work with faculty,
staff and students to make MSU an
even brighter shining star for higher
education in the jackson Purchase
and the surrounding region.

james R. Sickel is a /liology professor.

Women's instruction nianual
offers immaturity, sexism
In My
Opinion

LOREE

STARK
"IF

I NEED

A

SOURCE ON
IMMATURE
SEXISM, I
KNOW
EXACnY
WHERE TO
COME.,

With the onset of technology, we
have learned that many things are easier to operate with an instruction man·
ual. Microwaves? Sure. VCRs? Most
definitely. Cell phones? You bet. But
women? I think not.
Try telling that to the writers and
head honchos at "Stuff." Yes, the magazine who lovingly embraces the
motto "It's a man's world. And we
want to wallow in it" introduced a
captivating piece of journalistic excellence in its March 2001 issue cleverly
titled "The Opposite Sex - An lnstrul"
tion Manual."
I admit it. The title intrigued me. I
guess I just wanted to know what
magazines that men ding to as enthusiastically as women do "Cosmo" had
to say about the opposite sex.
Hey, who knows? Perhaps these
men would provide wise insights into
the mind of the female.
But I learned from the eight-page
manual that the terms "mind" and
"female" together in a sentence is a
concept they have }'et to grasp.
In fact, these men (I use the term
"men" loosely here, as not to denote
individuals with relative intelligence,
but rather people who quite possibly
still wallpaper their walls with Playmates and collect cereal box tabs to
send off for toys) seem to understand

very little about the female psyche.
The only thing I can possible conceive
these men of "grasping" is pockets full
of air as women consistently reject
their childlike advances.
I knew what 1 was in for when 1
arrived at the first page of the manual
and was presented with a thin woman
with long, blond hair wearing nothing
but a sheer neon pink negligee decorated with sequins. The accompanying
caption read "Caution: Not all females
look like this."
''Wow,'' I could ~ the colk>t"iive
American male wciety exclaiming .
"I'm sure glad someone clued us in."
The gist of the article covered one
principle: You see, women are not
women. Women are the F(female)2001
model. The article goes on to describe
ways to care for the "unit," with everything ranging from "Resetting the Bi~
logical Clock" (how to deter your
woman from wanting children) to
"Trouble:-hooting" (Unit Sags: Bring
your unit to a local phy~ical conditioning center on a regular basis).
Touching.
Congratulations, "Stuff." If I need a
source on immature sexism, I know
ex.1ctly where to come.

l.J.Jree Stnrk is the 'llit·wpoint editor for

"The Murmy Stale News."

Facilities needed on campus during Spring, Winter breaks
In My
Opinion

T IMOTHY
H OROHO

For those of you who are just recuperating from all the Spring Break
re\'eling, I hate to inform you that
you missed phenomena of epic pro·
portions. No, it wasn't in Cancun,
Mexico (You can catch reruns of that
on MTV.), but at good ol' Murray
State University. Was there a solar
eclipse? Yes, figuratively.
For once the population of Murray
State University was roughly 90 percent international students. Of the 10
percent of Americans, most were
University staff and workers. Campus looked like a United Nations
convention.
If you met anybody walking on
campus your best bet would have

been to say hello with "Konnichiwa," "Annyon," "Pri\'iet," "Sawasdee," ''}ambo," " Yia:.ou," "Sabah al
Khiir" or " Ni-How," instead of the
conventional "Howdy.'' This is
becaust' many intern.1tional students
could not go home or travel for
Spring Break. A considerable number stayed in Murray and tried to
make the best of this "very happening place.''
In light of this I want to bring up
~orne grievances, and 1 firmly
believe I'm speaking on behalf of
many inte rnational s tudents. Most of
the student facilities on campus
were shut down with the exception
of the library (the international stu·

-

dent mecca) that was at least open
for two days. There were no computer labs open, which to a great
extent defeated the purpose of staying to get work done. The recreational facilities were also dosed,
and the Racer Arena basketball rims
were chained up. The only consolation was that we played soccer on
one of the days the weather permitted. This apparent insensitivity to
mternational students' needs led my
friend to sarc.1stically say he was
surprised that the soccer goals had
also not been locked up.
Administration issues ha\'e been
overlooked in regards to the plight
of international students. Five years

ago, as I was looking through the
various college catalogs and
brochures, the one thing that caught
my attention and drew me to MSU
was the statement: "consider Murray State University ,t home away
from home."
I ha\·e been a student here for the
last four years or so and for the most
part enjoyed my stay. But times like
last week, among other issues, smear
the good memories 1 hope to take
with me.
The administration has an obliga·
tion to look out for the welfare of all
students, including international
students. If the University has Iomonth hou~ing contracts mostly

ge ared toward foreign s tude nts,
then they should also ensure a pleasant Stdy when school is out, particularly Spring Break and Winte r Break.
In its recruitment mi.lte rial , Murray State proudly advertises its
image as an internationally-d ive rse
institution. It is therefore only fair
that concentrated dforts are m.tde to
ensure foreign students t.>njoy their
stay once they get here. It's this
expectation of smaU-town hospitalithat draws international s tudents
to Murr.1y.

tr

Timothy Horollo is a master's of bu.;;incss odministratiOIIIIIajor f rom Naiml1i,
Ke11ya.
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Fraternity, sorority numbers Group discusses restoring court annex;
decline, reflect national trend applies for $1 million in state funds
BY MARCI OwEN

ASSISTANT

BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAFF W~ITE~

Greek enrollment has been
gradually declining since
1996, according to figures
released by Interfraternity
Council Adviser Jim Baurer a
few weeks ago.
The graph illustrates Greek
enrollment from 1988 to 2000.
Membership peaked at about
600 members each for fraternities and sororities in 1996.
Enrollment then declined
gradually to about 440 fraternity members and about 460
sorority members in the fall of
2000.
Baurer
attributed
the
decline to a change in student
demographics during the past
few years.
"A lot more students have
to work, plus we're seeing an
increase in non-traditional
students, such as parents or
older students, who may not
be ns active in the Greek system," Baurer said.
Paula Hulick, director of
housing and residential life,
t'Choed Saurer's comments
about the student body's
changing demographics. She
said students are employed
more than they were 10 to 15
years ago, and more students
are employed outside the University, leaving less time for
Grt•ek commitments.
The decline is not just a local
issue. Baurer said Greek membership is declining in schools
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across the nahan.
"The trend in terms of
decreasing numbers is nationwide," Baurer said. ''We're
simply reflecting what's happening around the country."
But Ginny Richerson, Panhellenic Council adviser, said
this fluctuation is normal,
especially after the large new
member class in 1996. She said
it takes about four years for
the numbers to cycle back
d0\\'1\.

But sororities are taking
measures to increase next
year's enrollment. The deadline for formal recruitment
will be extended into Great
Beginnings next fall.
Previously the students
must have signed up before
arriving at school for the fall
term. Richerson also said the
recruitment period would be
extended to four days instead

of three.
Additionally, the women
will be hosting recruitment
workshop for the sororities at
surrounding colJeges, which
Richerson
hopes
will,
"increase Greek rel,ltionships."
"One of our sororities b
struggling a little in terms of
membership and this is an allout effort to help them, but it
is also aimed at helping all
sororities
improve
their
recruitment skil1s," Richerson
said.
Neither Baurer nor Richer·
son were overly concerned
with the decline in Greek
membership and projected the
numbers would soon be on
the rise.
Said Baurer: "At some point
we'll see these numbers
increasing again."
u

News EorroR

The Miller Courthouse Annex in
downtown Murray may serve as a
catalyst to bring local entities
together for n common cause.
Murray State's Small Business
Development Center is one of the
entities with an interest in the
building.
"AU of us feel like we're benefiting the entire community by
working together instead of being
scattered out," said Rosemary
· Miller, Small Business Development Center director.
Murray Main Street is coordinating the efforts to write up a
grant proposal seeking up to $1
million in state funds for the
restoration of the former courthouse and post office. The organization held a public forum to discuss the grant proposal on Monday in City Hall.
The draft of the proposal states
that the building, the Calloway
County Ren."'issance Center, will
be home to the Ch,lmber of Commerce, Murray Tourism Commission, Murray State Small Business
Development Center, Murray·C1lloway Economic Development
Corporation and Murray Main
Street.
Murray Main Street manager
Robin Tamer said this project did
not concern downtown alone but
is a community effort bringing
many different resources together.
"It would be a one-stop gateway
for people interested in tourism
and economic development, and it
would also allow all of these agencies to work together," she said.

Taffler said when the property
was put up for sale they had no
way of obtaining the funds to purchase it.
But the circumstances have
changed. Through Renaissance
Kentucky, a program established
by Go\'. Paul Patton and the state
legislature, a grant has been made
available to certain Kentucky communities for up to $1 million.
"We did not know about this
grant until January, and we really
didn't know the particulars of it
until the end of January," Taffler
said.
Taffler said the grant application is due Monday, and Murray
State plans to submit it today.
Another concern addressed at
the meeting was that different
grant funds have already been
allocated for the exterior of the
building, and as long as the building remains in public hands, that
money stays with the bui1ding.
"If not, that money has to be
returned to the state," she said.
''So we would like to not have to
send grant money back."
Cal1oway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins had originally
closed bids for the property Feb.
28, making the Renaissance grant
money too late to be considered.
The Kentucky Governor Paul Patton is expected to announce the
grant recipient in late May or early
June.
Jennie Gordon, representing
Elkins at Monday's meeting, said
a committee was appointed to
review the bids at the Fiscal Court
mt.>eting following the closing of
the bids.
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Although the reviewing of the
bids is a 60-day process, and the
Fiscal Court has the right to reject
any and all bids, Taffler said they
were asking for more time to see if
they can get the funding for the
project. She said they would know
early on if they were in contention
for the grant.
Said Taffler: ''If our community
is in the running, we will be notified to come to Frankfort and
make oral arguments for the
grant."

Reality is whatever you make it."

M!J H.B«L~

•More student
activities
•More computer
labs
•Lobby for a
fztness Center
•Increase parking
•Improve living
conditions in the
residential colleges

Kern Ruheck/The News

Robin Tamer, Murray Main
Street manager, explains a state
grant allocated for restoring
buildings during a meeting at
City HaD on Monday.
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SGA gives presidential search input
BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAFF WRITER

The search for Murray State's
new president may be in the
hands of school officials, but students were able to present their
criteria at the Student Government Association student forum.
Six Board of Regents members
listened intently March 14 as
SGA members and other students voiced characteristics they
wanted Lo see in the new president.
SGA President Michael Thome
said the desire for a more personable leader topped the students'
list.
"Students want to see someone
as an advocate of student interests," Throne said. "They want to
see the president at an SGA meeting every few months, or see him
sit down with one of the student
organizations once in a while.
They want a more personal relationship with their president."
Jon Wright, sophomore senator

at large from Paducah, said it is
important to have a "highly visible" president on campus.
"We know they have other
duties, but if they would let students know they were here, the
students would respect them
more," Wright said.
But more time spent on campus
means less time the new president could spend lobbying for
finances from the central offices
in Frankfort. Melissa Tipton,
sophomore from Henderson,
said this issue brought about the
biggest conflict during the forum.
''It made it harder for me to
decide which was more important for the president, and the
rest of the forum was split about
50-50 on the subject," Tipton said .
Thome labeled the SGA forum
as one of the best meetings the
Board conducted, and attributed
it to the Board of Regents' receptiveness to student concerns.
josh Rose, sophomore from
Salem, nt., said that while had a
difficult time communicating

that perhaps the University could
benefit from a less experienced,
but more open-minded president, the Board members took
the suggestion seriously.
"It was amazing to have the
Board of Regents sitting in front
of us and asking us our names
before we expressed our concerns," Rose said.
Board of Regents Chairman Sid
Easley said the students represented a cross section of other
groups that were consulted.
"We found the students very
mature in their considerations in
what type of president is needed," Easley said. "They want to
maximize student benefits, but
they know it takes a president
that is politically capable."
Thome said this was about the
lOth listening session for the
Board of Regents, and while the
final search criteria may not be
specifically structured, the Board
members will take into consider·
ation characteristics discussed
most freq uently, such as strong

leadership and experience in
dealing with other universities.
The forum's only disappointment was the lack of non-SGA
student attendance.
While all the members tried to
pass along the opinions of their
constituents, only about 10 nonSGA members attended the open
meeting.
SGA Secretary Nikki Key,
senior from Paducah. said it was
probably a combin<ttion of students not caring and not knowing about how to get involved
with the presidential search.
"SGA needs to get better at getting the word out about events
and forums," Key said. "I think
some students are intimidated
about attending what they think
is a closed meeting when what
we really want is more direct student involvement."
Easley said 25 to 30 applications had come in by the start of
this week, but the Board has not
met to formally discuss any candidates.

Who's on the ballot•••
VICE PRESIDENT (vote for 1 J

1. Billy Hansen
2. Travis Tandy
3. Lauren M. Horton
4. Jon Wright

8GA

SECRETARY (vote for 1)

1. Clay Wells
2. Beth Mahoney
3. Brad Forrester
4. Brett Keohan
5. Julie Janes

aoo

TREASURER (vote for 1)

1. Jace Rabe

SENATOR AT LARGE (vote for 8)

1. An is Drira
2. Dawn Johnson
3. Kacl Greer
4. Kent Green
5. Karen Hill
6. Chris Sanders
7. Brandon Powell
8. Stacey Stephen

9. Kim Morris
10. Lare Allen
11 . Kevin Thomas
12. Eric Espey
13. Brent Dolen
14. Whitney Burroughs
15. Craig Hoffman

:senators will also be e lected
from each academic college.

For more information:

http://graduate.louisville.edu
502-852-6495
The University of Louisville offers master's,
specialist and doctoral degrees in:
•
•
•
•
•

arts and humanities
biomedical sciences
business
education
engineering

• music
• natural sciences
• nursing
• social sciences
• social work

And we can help you finance your degree through
scholarships, fellowships and assistantships.
The Umvers1ty of Louisville is an equal opportunity Institution.

American Cancer Society
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A Concert with Commentary
A Night of South American Music for Flute and Guitar
Featurin g Mu rray Stat e University Faculty
Stepha nie Rea
Wednesday Ap ril 4 , 200 1
Farre ll Recital Hall
3rd f loor price Doyl e Fi ne Arts
7:30 p.m.

RELAY FOR LIFE 2001
April 20-2 1 • Roy Stewart Stadium • Murray, Ky.

If you are a cancer survivor
and plan to walk in the
Survivors Victory Lap on April 20 •••
mark your calendar and call Linda Pierce today
with your name, address, phone number and T-shirt size.
(To ensure your correct T-shirt size call by April 6)

(270) 753-6904
Please arrive at the Survivors Hospitality Tent on Apr. 20
between 5-6:30 p.m. to sign forms and pick up T:.shirts.
Opening ceremony will feature the Screaming Eagle
Parachute Demonstration Team from Fort Campbell
bringing in the flag. Come early to get a good seat.

A Lect ure
The Origins of Popular South American Music for Guitar

Opening Ceremony and
Survivors Victory Lap ......... 7 p.m.

T uesday Ap ri l 3, ·200 1
Far rell Reci tal Hall
3 rd floor P rice Doyle Fi ne A rt s
7:30p.m.
Sponsored by:
The Kentucky Humanities Council
The College of Humanities and Fine Arts
The Department of Modern Languages
Institute for International Studies
Kentucky Humanities
Alpha Mu Gamma
u i

-

Survivors Reception ............ 8 p.m.
.& Y•.&M •v•NT YO

FIGHT CANCI!R
~

Luminary Ceremony ............ 9 p.m .

Cancer Survivors Are Living Proof!
=

...___ ,
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Regents approve glass elevator construction
THE

BY EMILY BLACK
STAFF WRITER

UNEXPECTED
The University will soon add a
INSTALLATION
glass
elevator in the Curris Center
OF COOLING
to its long list of construction proTOWERS IN
jects.
THE G ENERAL
Vice President of Facilities Management
Dewey Yeatts said UniverSERVICES
sity President Kern Alexander
BUILDING AND
received approval from the Board
STEWART
of Regents at a March 14 meeting
STADIUM MAY for the construction of the elevator.
At the time of the meeting they
DELAY THE
were hoping to begin construction
ELEVATOR'S
sometime this summer and had
CONSTRUCp lanned a completion time around
Christmas. But the project will
TION.
probably be delayed because of the
unexpected installation of cooling
towers in both the General Services
Building and Stewart Stadium.
"We have to use some money to
take care of those emergencies,"
Yeatts said. "We were going to pay
(for the elevator) out of a maintenance pool fund, and as soon as the
money is restored, we want to do it
and plan to do it."

Yeatts said construction could
still possibly start this summer, but
may be delayed until next summer.
"This is a project that can go on
when the building is being used by
the p ublic," Yeatts said.
Yeatts said the designs for the elevator, w hich should cost approxima tely $150,000, are 99 percent
complete.
The reason for the construction of
the glass elevator is to make the
Curris Center more accessible for
the disabled. Curris Center Director
Jim Baurer said the current passenger elevator in the Curris Center
met all standard codes when it was
first installed, but now the codes
have changed and the elevator does
not presently meet them. He said
now the onJy way for d isabled students to get to the third floor would
be to use the service elevator, which
is not allowed by an y legal codes.
"The larger w heelchairs that are
used today will not fit in the current
elevator and this causes a problem
especially w hen students need to
get to the third floor," Saurer said.

"With students and people from
local and regional areas using the
building, the elevator is definitely
needed."
Baurer said the elevator will be
located in the Curris Center atrium
and w ill come up to the music listening center on the third floor.
He said the original passenger
elevator w ill stay the same because
it would be too costly to widen the
openings for the elevator on all
three floors.
Yeatts said the elevator cab will
be fai rly consistent with the size of
other freight elevators on campus,
such as the one in Sparks Hall. He
said the cab will be large enough to
accommodate a wheelchair and
several other passengers.
While the main purpose of the
elevator is to make the building
more accessible, it will also be an
a ttractive addition to the Curris
Center.
Said Yeatts: ''It will be ascetically
pleasing and compliment the building's style."

(Below)
Blueprints for the
elevator proj ect.
Karri Rubed:/The News

eOLLISeT-.

Wednesday
Ladies Night· No Cover
Free Dra£ts £or ladies
S3 p a t c h e r s

(Left)
T he glass elevator
will soon be constr ucted in the Curris Center Listening Lounge.
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Thursday
$3 pitchers

Next Friday, April 6
KROGER
LAROE EOOS

Live ••• ~m\Slli@&ffi ~\!li.:?@
Classic Southern Rock 8
Top 40 Favorites

00 cr.OO ~ w~ UaiDQ
NOW' •erVlb&lood, .Ualu and b11raen.
Bucket of Beers s lor $'7

o ~~.~~ D
Puryear, TN
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•&g¢
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KROGER MILK

COCA COLA

All Varieties
(plastic gallon)

SPRW.; Reg., Diet -or- Caffeine Free
(f2 PJ/ICK/12 oz. cans)

•

$

W11'H l'lUI

KROGER
ORANGE JUICE

77

$

Sele<""cl Vcwletlet
(l>alfgollon)

i~ gg¢

for

(901)·247·5221

WITH I'&.UJ CAIID
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300~O
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LUCKY
LEAF
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IIJiiallt

BIG K
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SAVI
':;..,.

SOFTDRINKS
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99¢

HUNT'S
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BLUE BONNET
MARGARINI

KROGER
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(I oo. <..1
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SHREDDED -or·
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(24
pkg.J

CORKY'S BAR·B-Q
PORK RIBS

DOLE
BANANAS
Sweet, Golden, Ripe

¢

13 miles south of Murray on Hwy. 121 near Paris Landing

Now open sundays

@
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11.5 lit. pll • •)

Noon 901-232-8323
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.....~...
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DUNCAN
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CHUNK LIGHT Packed In 0 11 -or· Water
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STOUFFER'S
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Shoe choice
plays role
in foot care

Feet can
cause
disgust
•
In some

BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

While spring has been teasing the
region with brief periods of warmer
weather, area shoe stores are stocking
up on sandals and other accessories.
But danger may lurk behind a seemingly safe pair of shoes.
Pain and beauty are often synonymous, but wearing the wrong type of
shoe can cause irreversible effects that
could possibly need to be repaired by
surgery.
Roger Lampkin, a local podiatrist,
said shoes should have at least onequarter to one-half inch of room in the
toe. If not, constricted toes will shorten
and curl over time and be unable to be
straightened. Lampkin said wearing
tight shoes can cause neuroma, which
is pinched nerves in the ball of the

BY EMILY BLACK
STAFf WRITER

foot.

"The best time to go shoe shopping
is at the end of the day because you've
been on your feet all day and the fluid
has accumulated making your feet
swell so you will have the most comfortable shoe possible," Lampkin said.
"Also pick the most comfortable shoe
because you're not supposed to break
in shoes."
Not everyone follows the rule.
"The busiest time usually varies,"
said Ginger Darnell, Shoe Sensations
supervising manager. "Usually when
school is in, it's 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., and 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. is also pretty busy."
Heels are often uncomfortable, but a
properly selected heel is beneficial.
"Dress lhoes should have a half an
inch to one-inch heel to them," Lampkin said. "Wearing a heel is better than
flat because it gives more flexation in
the arch and keeps off tension. With
flats the whole foot flattens and collapse the arch. Buying an arch support
helps."
Lampkin said platform shoes cause
no harm either.
"I like to wear wedges so I can get
height/' said Jennifer Utley, senior
from Uniontown. "I don't like to wear
pointy shoes because gravity makes it
very uncomfortable."

9

Pedicure, massages provide
care for often neglected feet
with soaking the feet in Dead Sea

BY ERIN MATTHEWS

buffed and rubbed with a file to

salt from Israel, which helps exfoli- exfoliate even more.
ate the skin. Then the feet are
After the feet are rinsed, lotion is

STAFF WRITER

They can take you up ~

piae.id m a clay mask. Once the applied and a massage of the foot

splathil)g in watet or muk Ji mmoved, the massage takes p lace. A pedicure can also
simply down the~
include the application of polish to
~
No, they are not the newest tport
"(Massage) gets the circulation the toenails.
moun~,

utility vehicle, they are )'OUr feet. going," Johnson said.
Most often., massage is used for
But just like a machine, feet should
relaxation and stress relief. Dave
be properly maintained.
"It's (feet) like a~uip
::;a~~~,R'!
ment." said Marga
istered nurse and Headliries Hair manyfacui;~;~
Design certified massage therapist. around mid~rms and finals to
"'t's something you use everyday." help relieve stress. Bu~ Estes' masJohnson said taking care of your sages focus on the entire body not
feet now can prevent problems in just the feet.
Once feet are relaxed and in
the future. Problems can be prevented or even alleviated through proper working order, pedicures
foot massage or even a simple are needed to improve their aesthetic value.
pedicure.
While some pedicures involve a
'The .Ritz owner, Tina Cook, said
simple foot massage, spa treatment pedicures start by softening and
massages are from the kneecap trimming the cuticles and toenails.
down.
The feet are then placed' into a bath
Johnson said her treatment starts that helps remove dead skin,

res·

While customers can ~ to •
pay around $40 for a foot massage
and $30 for a ~icure, feet can be
pampered for~
A vatiety of lcalkM tAd.,._-.
avaUable to help exfoliate and soften your feet for a massage, as well
as several relaxing foot bath
machines.
A vast supply of nail cutters, polishes and other accessories can be
found at drug stores to help give
feet a fresh from the salon pampered look.
With fully pampered feet they
can be flaunted in a convertible top
(sandal). Save the four-wheeling
for later.

While the sight of a snake or the
thought of flying are common causes
of quickened pulses and sha I low
breathing, many are affected similarly by feet.
'1 just think that feet are a disgusting part of the body," said Ltsa
Floyd, sophomore from Morganfield. uThey smell bad, and I JUSt
don't like them."
Although the reasons for the dislike of feet vary, the common problems seem to be smell and poor
hygiene.
"Most people don't even think
about washing their feet, " said
Kristie Zwick, senior from Hopkinsville. ''People don't take care of
their feet and because of this they
can be dirty and smell."
Zwick said she did not have a
problem with feet until she was in
high school.
"It really wasn't until I started dating and having boyfriends that l
really started to hate feet," Zwick
said. uGuys are always trying to put
their feet on you."
For others, the fear of feet is something they have always had to live
-with..e,;uet catmOt explain.

"'1 ftlafty-~ftirow ~why I
hate feet, but I always have," Floyd
said. "I think it may run in my family because my sister also hates feet."
While books and classes for people
who want to cure phobias like the
fear of snakes or heights are common, Uttle material exists to cure
those who hate feet.
"My friends are always making
fun of me and trying to cure me of
my foot. phobia, but so far nothing
has worked," said Zwick.
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The
Week
Ahead
A lOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN. To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CALENDAR, PHONE

Music
Review
Album: Eric
Oapton
"Reptile"
Grade: A
Comments:
"With his new
album, 'Reptile,'
Eric Clapton
again proves he
is one of the
greatest blues
musicians
around."

762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175.
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• Last Day to
drop a full semester class with a
grade of ''W."
• Exhibit- Group
BA/BS Exhibition, Upper Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Exhibit- Eastern
Kentucky
University Faculty
Exhibition,
Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery.
• Cinema
Inte rnation alLebanese film,
"West Beirut,"
Curris
Center
Theater, 7:30p.m.
Free admission.

• Exhibit- Group
BA/BS Exhibition, Upper Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Exh ibit- Eastem
Kentucky
University Faculty
Exhibition,
Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery.
• Perfor manceJazz Festival, Performing
Arts
Hall, all day. Free
admission.
• Cinema
InternationalLebanese film,
"West Beirut,"
Curris
Center
Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Free admission.

• Exhibit- Group
BA/BS Exhibition, Upper Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
•Exhibit- Eastem
Kentucky
University Faculty
Exhibition,
Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery.
• Bible studyUniversity
Church of Christ,
9a.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha, Elizabeth College back
lobby, 10:15 to
10:45 a.m. Rides
to the church of
your choice provided afterward.

• Exhibit- Group
BA/BS Exhibition, Upper Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Exh ibit- Eastem
Kentucky
University Faculty
Exhibition,
Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery.
• Movie- MGM
Studios new film
"Heartbreakers,"
Curris
Center
Ballroom, 7 p .m.
• Clark CollegeCouncil meeting,
second floor east
study lounge, 9
p.m.

• Exhibit- Group
BA/ BS Exhibition, Upper Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Exh ibit- Eastem
Kentucky
University Facul~
ty
Exhibition,
Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery.
• Black Student
Council- · Meeting, Curris Center
Barkley Room, 6
p.m.
• Recital- Faculty
recital, Performing Arts Hall, 8
p.m. Free admission.
• Hester CollegeCouncil Meeting,
back lobby, 9:15
p.m.

• Exhibit- Group
BA/ BS Exhibition, Upper Cia ra
M . Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Exhibit- Eastern
Kentucky
University Faculty
Exhibition,
Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery.
• ExamGED,
Ordway
Hall
Lobby, 7:45 a.m.
to 4:30p.m.
• SGA- Student
Senate meeting,
Curris
Center
Barkley Room, 5
p.m.
• Elizabeth
College- Council
meeting,
back
lobby, 9 p.m.

• Recital- Student recital, Farrell Recital Hall,
6:30 p.m. Free
admission
•Cinema
InternationalAmerican
film
"The Tao of
Steve,"
Curris
Center Theater,
7:30 p.m. Free
admission.
•Elizabeth
College- Honor
society meeting,
mandatory for all
members, back
lobby, 8 p .m.
•Yoga- Hart College conference
room, 8 p .m. Free
admission.

Clapton demonstrates Blues knowledge on 'Reptile'
BY SCOTT GIBSON
AsSISTANT COllEGE IJFE EDITOR
Eric Clapton has been through many
incarnations - guitar god, rock 'n' roll
idle and pop superstar - yet has
remained first and foremost a blues
man.
With his new album, "Reptile," Eric
Oapton again proves he is one of the
greatest blues musicians around.
From the beginning Clapton engages
his fans, young and old. The title track,
an instrumental piece, is reminiscent of
some of Clapton's older work with just
a hint of contemporary pop. "Reptile"
most resembles "Signe," Clapton's
instrumental on his Unplugged album.
The album then moves to "Got You
on My Mind." The song is played with
heavy emotion and a great sense of the
blues. Clapton's vocals are superb on
this wonderfully bluesy song.
"Travelin' light" ~ a more upbeat
song than most of the others. The brisk
rhythms make the song almost catchy.
"Believe in Life" has a sound vaguely
resembling a mix of Jimmy Buffett and
a Southern Gospel choir.
The choir, or the backing group The

Impressions, is present on 11 of the
album's 14 songs. The Impressions add
a great amount of soul to many of Clap·
ton's songs.
Not all of the songs on "Reptile" are
Clapton originals. "Come Back Baby" is
a stripped-down blues song written by
Ray Charles. Clapton also shows a little
of Charles' influence on his cover of
James Taylor's "Don't Let Me be lonely Tonight."
On Stevie Wonder's "I Ain't Gonna
Stand For lt," Clapton reverts back to a
more rock-influenced sound. The
sound of the song is similar to Clapton's work with Derek and the Dominos nearly 30 years ago.
The album's last song, "Son &
Sylvia," is inspired by the death of
Oapton's very close uncle Adrian. The
song displays a crisp guitar playing
that emphasizes the intensity of Clapton's emotions.
Eric Clapton has had many faces dur-ing the past three decades, but the heart
and soul of this blues master is on this
album. "Reptile" can definitely go on
the shelf next to the rest of the classic
Clap ton.

1. Tupac-

"Until the End
of Time"
2. Exit Wounds
Soundtrack
3. Clutch"Pure Rock
Fury"
4. Trick Daddy"Thugs Are Us"
S. Train "Drops of
Jupiter"

Source: SutJHI
Boul~rdand

jack English

Eric Clapton gets back to his blues roots in his latest album, "Reptile."

rrhe {atfies ofSigma Sigma Sigma wou{d {i{(s to
invite tlie fo{fowing gentlemen to our Crusli fJJance on
rtftursday .9Lpri{ 5, 2001 at 9:30p.m.
at tlie 'Woodmen of tlie Wor(c{.
Adam Brewer
Brent Flaschettl
Adam Britton
Brent Lubeke
Adam Horrell
Brent McKown
Adam Lowry
Brent Underhill
Adam Doss
Brian Barnes
Adrian Thrape
Brian Knlppen
AJ Burnett
Brian Recktenwald
Alan Baker
Brian Seltz
Amlt Shah
Bryan Bowman
Andrew Behl
Bryan Guess
Arron Hooks
Bryan Hayse
Austin Dickerson
Carl Williams
Austin Groves
Casey Naber
Austin Wyatt
Chad Cagle
Barret Brown
Chad Veenstra
Ben Arnett
Chris Deitrich
Ben Gross
Chris Dew
Ben Mitchell
Chris Jung
• u•an.a Robertson
Chris Kokoskl
Bo Guest
Chris Naifeh
Bob Scales
Chris Sanders
Bobby Berskiey
Chris Shumate
Bobby Grubbes Chris Stratman
:~or::•nv Sanders
CJ Nabors
d Forrester
Clayton Leigh
Clint Meyer
Heacox
nee Cornelius Corey Underwood
Brandon
Craig

Dallas Gilliam
Damlen Simpson
Damlen Wing
Dan Bland
Darren Merritt
David Greene
Derek Markgraf
Devin Wilber
Drew Wooldridge
Duke Pettit
Duke Valga
Ed Atkins
Ephralne Brantley
Eric Crane
Eric Reeves
Eric Wilson
Garrett Middleton
Harris Jones
Isaac Spencer
Jack Henshaw
Jake Barden
Jared Thomas
Jarrod Heltsley
Jason Ferris
Jason Henson
Jason Midkiff
Jason Rouse
Jason Sponsler
Jay Heath
Jay Matheny
Powell
eff Hedges
,.-illlllll~remy Badar
• •. . .lv Edwards

I

Top CDs

Jeremy Toombs
Matt Cochran
Rush Trowell
Jllon VanOver
Matt Kitchen
Sam Arnett
Jimmy Jones
Matt Strode
Scott Gibson
Jody Heath
Matthew Forrest
Scott Green
Joe Robertson
Max Johnson
Sean Hayden
Joe Sygon
Mike Maxwell
Seth Cronch
John Cargill
Mike Nacke
Seth Tynes
John Goad
Mike Perry
Shane King
John McDaniel
Mike Ward
Shawn Miller
John Oliver
Nathan Akin
Stan Torzewski
John Rader
Nathan Bailey Stephon Gard ner
John Simms
Neal O'Donnell
Steve Smith
Jon Harrison
Nick Taylor
Steven Carraway
Jon Sullivan
Patrick Dame Stewart Childress
Jon Wright
Paul Jones
Taylor Redfern
Jonathan Brown
Paul Morby
Terrell Black
Josh Abner
Preston Weatherly Tim Alonso
Josh Bailey
Ray Farris
Tim Hinton
Josh Blaidell
Rob Davis
Tim Moore
Josh Fackler
Robbie Fitch
Tim Prakop
Josh Long
Robert Edwards Todd Jennings
Josh Polk
Robert Sanders
Todd Veach
Josh Scholl
Robert Weatherly Tommy Oliverio
Justin Frederick
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Professor gains national attention with book ·about bullying
God inspired and I know why now,"
Beane said. "This is a national crisis."
STAff WRITER
In the wake of two school shootings in
Allan Beane sees being bullied as the
first step on the a ladder leading to San Diego, the United States once again
searches for answers to what could lead
school violence.
students
to such extreme measures.
"Bullying causes deep hurt which can
The investigation of Andy Williams,
lead to anger, then hate, then rage and
then revenge," said Beane, "The Bully the accused shooter in the Santana High
Free Oassroom" author and director of School shooting, has revealed revenge
the Center for School Safety in the Col- for being bullied as one of his possible
motives.
lege of Education.
"Children that retaliate are more like"The Bully Free Classroom" (Free
Spirit, 1999) has been recognized ly to have been bullied than to be the
nationally in "The Washington Post," bullies," Beane~ said
The Department of Secret Service
"USA Today," "The Boston Sunday
Globe," and in an upcoming article in reports that more than half of the SO"Time" magazine. Beane has appeared plus school shootings are related to
twice on Fox News and on several retaliation for bullying, Beane said.
Beane said bullying behavior starts at
nationally-syndicated radio shows. The
age
three and peaks in the middle
book has won national awards including the teacher's choice award from school years. By the time some students
"Learning" magazine. "The Bully Free get to high school, they have reached
Classroom" has sold more than 15,000 the breaking point.
"They're faced day in and day out
copies to date.
with
this bullying and they feel that
Beane said his interest in the subject
began in the late '70s when he became their life has become hopeless," Beane
concerned about the acceptance of chil- said.
According to a study published by
dren with disabilities and again when
his son was bullied in middle and high the National Education Association,
more than 160,000 school children miss
schools.
"I began to wonder where this cruelty school daily for fear of bullies.
"This is a very important issue to
came from, if it was by nature or
learned, and how we could deal with address and conflict management and
anger management aren't going to solve
this cruelty," Beane said.
Beane went on sabbatical for a semes- it," Beane said.
Beane said so many people focus on
ter to research the book. He researched
how other areas of the world, such as taking violence out of movies and teleEngland and Scandinavian countries, vision when taking the violence out of
deal with the problem and read literary their children's lives should be
reviews on peer rejection. Beane also addressed.
"We have to help students underreceived feedback from teachers working in the classroom to develop the tech- stand the golden rule: treat others as
you would like to be treated," Beane
niques listed in the book.
said
.
Beane gives most of the credit for the
Bullying alone cannot be blamed for
inspiration for his book to God.
"I've done a Jot of writing, but this is school shootings, Beane said.
"The problem is very complicated
the only thing I've ever written that
BY W INDY M OHEAD

and there are many factors other than
bullying involved, but it is a fac tor,"
Beane said.
Dan Hampton, Murray High School
principal, said he thinks being visible
and accessible to students is the key to
stopping bullying behavior.
"You have to let the kids know
you' re a regula r person and that
you'll do something about the problem if they come to you," Hampton
said.
Sometimes students arc reluctant to
go to a uthority figures for fear of
making the situation worse.
"You have to help them understand
that it will only get worse if you don't
say anything," Hampton said.
Although bullying may not be the
sole cause behind students' decisions
to react violently, it is an important
aspectthat cannotbeignored.
"Bullying is something we can' t
afford to overlook and it's not something that's going to be fixed until we
attend to it," Beane said
Beane said bullying does not stop,
the bullies just grow older.
"We have bullies on the university
campus a nd in the workplace," Beclne
said.
Renae Duncan, psychology department chair, has conducted research on
the effects of bu llying on both college
and middle school students, publishing her findings in the "Journal of
Interpersonal Violence" and the
"journal of Child Maltreatment."
Duncan surveyed Murray State students w ho had been bullied and
found th a t those students were more
likely to be subject to depression,
loneliness and anxiety. She also found
students who were bullies and who
had been bullied were more likely to
have been sexually or physically
abused in child hood.

Kerri Ruheck/The News

Allan Beane. author of "The Bully-Free Classroom," has sold more than 15,000
copies of his book. whicb a~vises teachers on curbing bullying tendencies.
"Prom all indications, bulJying does can't grow up," Duncan said.
not stop when you graduate from
Bullying causes a deep emotional
high school,'' Duncan said.
hurt on children that can affect them
Duncan said students have told her their entire lives.
of horrendous instances ot bullying
Said Beane: " This need to belong
on Murray State's campus.
and be accepted is a God-given need
"It's sad that some of those bullies that must be filled.
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Murray State offers internship programs in embassies
BY

YUSUKE MORITA

CON TRIBUTING WRITER

Li:la Hayes worked for four months at Embassy
of Lithuania in Washington, D.C. While it may be
odd for an A rkansasan with no ties to Lithuania
who attends school in Ken tucky to a ttain su ch a
position, it is not impossible a t Murray State.
Hayes was a participant in the Institute for Experiential Learning's Embassy and Diplomatic Scholars Internship Program. The p rogram places stu·
dents in various p laces in Washington, D.C. Past
students have worked at the Department of State,
the United Nations Development Program and
several different embassies.
The Kentucky Institu te for Internationa l Studies,
a consortium of 16 colleges and universities head·
quartered a t Murray State, places s tudents in the
program.
KHS Coordinator Nancy Martin said Eugene
Schmiel, academic director of the IEL, a non-profit
organization, made it possible to start the program

through his connections in Waghington, D.C.
Martin said two KHS students, including one
from Murray State, participated during the 2000
spring semester, the first semester of KliS involvement in the program. Nine KIIS students, including two from Murray State, were in Washington,
D.C., last fall and one of the two KIIS studenb participating this semester is from Murray State.
Hayes, senior from Van Buren, Ark., was one of
the two participating students from J,lst semester.
Given three choices, Hayes picked the embassy for
its small size.
" I thought I'd get more onc·on-ooe work with
the p eople, rather than just being lost in papers,"
Hayes said.
Hayes said she received advice from &hmiel
during the p lacement procc:ss.
Lithuania is a West Virginia-sized country on
the Baltic Sea in northern Europe. It gained independence from the Soviet Union in 1989.
Hayes said she helped coordin<~te several events,
including a musical concert with Lithuanian per-

formers; wrote letters to prominent senators and
representatives to request $20 million for the Baltic
countries; and went to the District of Columbia
Jewish Community Center for a Lithuanian holocaust event.
"I learned better communication skills," Hayes
said. "Because I didn't speak their language
(Lithuanian), I had to adapt to their surroundings
and adapt to what their country was like opposed
to the United States. 1 felt like they had accepted
me as a Lithuanian to work for them."
The other participant, Jessica Benton, junior
from Paris, Tenn., also chose a smaller embassy for
her internship because she thought she would
have more responsibilities. She worked for the
Embassy of Papua New Guinea.
Papua New G uinea is a country next to Indonesia in Southeast Asia. She said its embassy in
Washington, D.C., had about eight workers.
Benton said she learned writing skills through
both the four-day-per-week internship and the
two classes participants are required to take. The

classes, which are taught on Fridays, a re Experiential Learning and International Relations: Policy
and Practice. Students can earn three hours for
each, in addition to nine hours for the internship.
"I met a bunch of people there who can help
me," Benton said. "I want to be a lawyer, so I met
a couple of different lawyers. And sinct.• our
tl•acher (Schmiel) knew what we wanted to do, he
would help set up the people he knew."
The tentative dates arc for the fall semester are
Aug. 29 to Dec. 14. The application deadline for
next fall is M.1y 15. The estimated cost is $5,500,
which includes up to 15 hours of credit, a fur.
nished apartment and placement in an embassy or
internationally-oriented organization.
"I highly recommend this program to other students," Hayes said. "I think it's a good opportunity for people to expand their horizon, get out there
to see the world and see our cmmtry and how the
government works."
For more information, contact Martin at 762·
3091.

Student Government Association brings Beatles movie to campus
BY

MELISSA STONEBERGER
COLLEGE l.JFE EDITOR

Some things never change.
While many of today's children like to rebel by dying th eir
hair blue o r pink, Terry
Canerdy, a$socia te professor of
agriculture, remembers a time
when hair length was a n issue.
Canerdy,· who was in second

grade w hen The Bcatles first hit
American soil, remembers the
controversy in his classroom
when s tudents wanted to grow
their hair long like the moptopped Fab Four.
" It was tota lly a revolution,"
Canerdy said.
Canerdy said he remembers
s tudents wearing The Beatles
buttons and watching the band

on the Ed Sullivan Show.
For those who would like a
taste of the revolution, "A Hard
Day's Night," the 1964 movie
that chronicles a day in the life
of The Bcatles, will play in the
C u rris Center Theater on Monday at 7 p.m.
The movie, which features
some of The Beatlcs hit songs,
such a::; "She Loves You,"
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Fields era
could be
near finale
One of the most talked about aspects of
Murray State basketball this off season is
not about Racer basketball, but the Lady
Racers and their coach, Eddie Fields.
Some fans and w riters ha\·e said enough is
enough, and it's time for a change.
This is a touchy subject, so I asked Athletics Director E.W. Dennison for his
input, but he said it is against the department's policy to talk publicly about personnel issues.
Although Fields is a
nice person and has
tried his best to
improve the Lady
program,
Racer
enough questions exist
to warrant a changing
of the guard in order to
improve the program.
First, Fields' career
record
of
69-148
jASON
includes four 20-loss
B ILLINGSLEY
seasons and not one
overall winning sea' 'EN OUGH
son. No one can spin
QUESTIO N S
that in a posith:e direcEXIST TO
tion. People can argue
women' s basketball WARRANT A
did not have the
money
to
recruH C H A N G ING O F
before, but the budget THE GUARD IN
has increased signifiO RDER TO
cantly in Dennison's
tenure and Fields' IMPROVE THE
evaluation of talent PROGRAM."
can be questioned at
times.
Second, this year's Lady Racers should
not have lost 20 games and should have
finished in the top four in the Ohio Valley
Conference. With a mostly young, a thletic
team, he played a slowdown tempo,
which restricted his players' talents.
This may be a significant reason the
team averaged 20.35 turnovers and 13.89
assists per game this year. He did not even
attempt to use a press defense until
halfway through the OVC schedule. His
substitution and starting five patterns are
erratic, and his top two players - Monika
Gadson, senior from Birmingham, A la.,
and liz Stansberry, senior from Bargersville, Ind. - each played less than 28
minutes per game when they should have
been playing at least 30 minutes each.
Experienced seniors are the leaders of
teams, just ask Racer basketball player
Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery,
Ala.
Third, his relationship with the players
is straining. He has had at least three players quit the team in my four years at Murray State. Danielle Watts, who was the
conference's leading rebounder, quit
before the 1999-2000 season. The public
reason was she wanted to leave the team
was to "concentrate on her grades," but
one still has to wonder if there was another reason. Jilt Buckman and Danielle Zimmerman also left within a year, raising a
red flag.
Fields' players may have gotten tired of
hearing about former Lady Racer Heather
Bates this season. From my observations,
when something went wrong in practice,
Fields said this and that about what Bates
would have done or could have done.
Yes, Bates was one of the best players
Fields recruited, but he knew he was only
going to get two years from her after she
transferred trom Olney (Ill.) Central College. Maybe he was trying to use her
scrappy, intense play as the leader of the
1999-2000 team that went to Nashville as
an example to fire up the team this year,
but it backfired on him.
Contrary to Fields' detractors, I do not
think he yells too much at his players.
When I play intramurals, I always yell
encouragement and advice to my teammates during the game.
In the recent intramural basketball playoffs, the intramural officials thought it
was funny for me to stand up and yell,
treating the game like an OYC game. I call
that competitive nature and heart. That's
what Fields has, and it's not a bad thing.
The best solution to this situation is to
reassign Fields. Should he be replaced as
coach? Possibly. Should he still be ,,ssociated with Murray State athletics?
Absolutely.
He bleeds blue and gold, and should be
associated with Murray State athletics in
some capacity. In the cutthroat business of
coaching college basketball, results are the
constant demand. Fields has not produced
the results in his eight seasons at the helm.
lt may be time for a change.

Sports Talk

/tL<;0/1 Billingsley is the sports editor for "Tire
Murmy Slate News. "

L.1ur.1 Deaton/fhe N1:.•w:;

Members of the Racer football team to run sprints at their second practice of the spring practice season at Roy Stewart Stadium on Wednesday night.

Pannunzio starts second spring practice
Bv JusTIN McGILL
ASSISTAN T SPORTS EDITOR

What was already an important week for Racer football becam e even more pivotal with the announcement of the departure of another coach .
In addition to spring practice beginning Sunday and
hiring new offensive and defensive coordinators,
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio confirmed Cary Fowler,
linebackers coach, has been hired as defensive coordinator at Midwestern State in Dallas, making Fowler
the third coach to leave MSU p rior to the beginning of
spring practice. Midwestern Head Coach Linwood
Ferguson spent two se.1sons as the Racers' defensive
coordina tor.
"In this business, a ny time you get a chance to move
up you should take it," Pannunzio said . "It's a good
move for him a nd l'm excited for h im."
While Fowler's replacement is undetermined, Pannunzio was pleased with the hiring of Southern Illinois University defensive coordinator Mike Yite to
replace Rick Courtright, now defensive coordinator at
Western Ill inois University, and forme r University of
North Dakota offensive coordinator Jeff Menage to
replace O,m Werner, now q uarterbacks coach at the
University of Miami (Fla.).
''I'm really excited about the defensive coordinator
we have," Pannunzio said. "Mike had proven over a
period of time that he's pretty damn good. The kids
have caught on with him well."

Laura Deaton/ fhe News

Jeremy Davis, senior from Birmingham, Ala., runs
behind Travis Hampton. senior Hopkinsville and
Joshua Catlett, sophomore from Hopkinsville, during football practice on Wednesday night.
Vite said a num ber of factors have made a positive
impression o n him d uring h is first week o n the Murray State cuaching s taff.
"This staff is g reat," Vite said. " We love to w ork and
have a great time. Th~ players a re d oing w hat we ask
and are working hard. It's just a good place to be right
now."
Pannunzio said he is also excited nbout hiring

Menage. The two worked together at the University of
Minnesota.
" H e's been using the offensive system that we' ve
all kind o f grown up with, and we're lucky enough
to get him," P.1nnunzio said. "He's had ,, lot of success at North Dakota. Ou r offensive will continue to
grow a nd gt't better."
In addition to filling coaching positions, P.lnnunzio is also attempting to finalize a schedule that
highlights a season opener at Ole Miss.
''They're in spring ball right now," Pannunz10 said
of the Rebels. "They're having a good spring and
had a gre.1t recruiting sea::;on."
Pannumdo is attempting to fill an open spot on
Sept. 29 or Oct. 17, possibly with a second Division
I-A school. Pannunzio said he considered taking the
Racers to Virginia Tech, but eventually decided
against it.
"It's really not working out the way I wanted, but
we'll work something out," Pannunzio s aid, adding
that money would be a fa c tor in determining
whether MSU will compete against another Division
I school.
The Racers practiced Sunday, Wednesday and
tod ay, an d wil l practice using pads for the first time
tomor row.
Said Pannunzio: "Football is a contact sport, and
I'm anxious for Saturday to come around so we can
put some pad::. on."

'Breds defeat Southern Indiana, prepare for SEMO
Murray State 11
Southern Indiana
7
RECO RDS: MURRAY
STAff 14-12-1,
SOUTHERN INDIANA

11-10

KEY PLAYERS:
RONNIE SEETS, HOME
RUN, TWO RBIS AND
TWO RUNS SCORED;
BRETT McCUTCHAN,
DOUBLE, THREE RUNS
SCORED, TWO RBIS.
COMMENTS: HEVERY
OVC SERIES IS
IMPORTANT. W E
STUMPED OUR TOE
THE fiRST WEEKEND
(AGAINST EASTERN
ILLINOIS.) NOW,
WE' ~f TRYING TO
RIGHT OURSELVES
EVERY WEEKEND.
WHAT WE CAN' I 00
IS LET SEMO COME
IN AND SWEEP Us.:
- ' BREDS HEAD
COACH MIKE THifKE,
ON THE UPCOMING
SERIES WITH SEMO.

Bv JusTIN McGILL
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

After having one of the best starts in Murray State baseball history, then going l-7-1 in
their next nine contests, the Thoroughbreds
won two of three at Morehead State last
weekend and defeated Southern Indiana 11-7
at Reagan Field on Wednesday.
The 'Breds, whose last winning streak
spanned seven games in late February and
early March, extended their record to 14-12-l.
"lt's been a while since we won three in a
row," said 'Breds I lc<1d Coach Mike Thieke.
"We'd like to get back to that if we could,''
Thieke said .
The win over Southern Indiana g<we MSU a
three game winning s treak that will be tested
Saturday and Sunday in a three-game series
against OVC opponent Southeast Missouri.
" I felt like we p l.1yed hard today," Thiekc
said. "1 didn't t~e l like we p layed particu larly
good for nine innings. We came o u t rea ll y
good, swung the bat well and got a good lead,
but then I thought we coasted for a few
innings. It gave Southern Indiana a chanc~ to
recover and mount a comeback, and they
came do:.e."
The 'Breds' strong start lasted through the
first four innings of the contest. MSU scored
three times in the fir:-.t inning, highlighted by
a two-run home run by center fielder Garner
Byars, sophomore from Lou isville.
MSLJ extended the ,ld\'antage to 5-0 in the
third inning, thanks to a home run by designated hitter Ronnie s(.'CtS, sophomore from
Harrisburg, Ill., and an RBI d~uble by catcher
Zach Bidwell, junior from Evan!>ville, Ind.
The lead swelled to 7-Q in the fourth with
RBis from Sects and first baseman Brett
McCutchan, sophomore from Evansville, lnd.
Through iour innings, MSU pitcher Jesse
Rh(.1ades, fresh man from Owensboro, allowed
no runs and only one h it by Southern Indiana.
In the top of the fifth, USI scored four
unearned runs on two hits. MSU committed
two errors in the inning.
Southern Indiana trimmed the lead to 7-6 in
the top of the eighth inning. But the 'Bred::.
padded the lead in the bottom of the inning,
pl.1ting four runs. Southern Indiana added a
run in the top of the ninth, but could not come

any closer than 11-7.
Bidwell led MSU w ith three RBis (3-fo r-5).
Byars, Seets and McCu tchan all had two.
Right fielder Josh Ridgway, senio r from Lander, British Columbia, and third base man Preston Weatherly, senior from Murray, both
added an RBI.
" We expect to have players with multiple
RBls, but we don't know who it's going to be
every day," Thieke said. " It's one of the
things that has p lagued us over the last couple of weeks. We've had men o n base and in
scoring positio n . W he n we went through our
drought of wins, we just didn't have that g uy
that was going to drive runs in. Now, it doesn't matter who is at the plate. They feel like
they can get the job done."
Three ' Breds had strong pitching outings
against Southern Indiana. Rhoades earned the
win, striking out four in five innings.
"He came out early in the season throwing
the ball well, b ut he was a little p lagued by
base on ball s," Thieke said. " We worked on it
and discussed it with him a couple of weeks
ago. Since then, he's cut his walks in half and
he's done a great job."
Scott Greene, junior from Louis,·ille,
entered the game in the sixth inning with
MSU holding a 7-3 lead . Greene allowed two
runs, one hit and struck out three in two and
one-th irds innings.
" If a pitcher ha d gone o u t then and fa ltered
the game was going to be up for g rabs,"
Thiekc said. "Scott gave us a little over two
innings of relief that stopped them and gave
us a chance to catch our b reath and get our
composure back."
Rick McCarty, junior from Campbellsville,
earned his O hio Valley Conference-leading
sixth save, allowing one run in one and twothi rds innings.
"Rick has really come a long way since he
got h~re last fa ll," Thieke said . "He really didn't have a role when he got here. I discussed
with him that we had lost our short relief guy,
and that if he wanted to start thinking in
thos~ lines that, if he could perform there, he
would get a lot of appearances and he did."
Sophomores Seets and McCutchan have
both been named OVC Players of the Week
this season.

'

Ryan Brook--/The New!>

J esse Rhoades, freshman from Owensboro,
delhers a pitch in the top of the fi fth inning
in the ' Breds victory over Southern Indiana.
"We began preparing them las t year with
p laying time," Thieke said . " Both of those
guys have a lot of talent and ability. They
are capable of being OVC Playl'TS of the

Ye,u."
McCutchan downplayed the importance
of individual achievements, saying that
helping MSU win is more important to him .
"My focus is to win," McCutchan said. "I
could care less about individual s tuff. Being
named Player of the Week is o team effort
because you have to have people on base to
drive in and people behind you to drive you
in."
Thiekc expects to see a fierce battle in this
weekend's three-game series agc1inst Southeast Missouri, scheduled to begin with a
doubleheader a t noon tomorrow and 1 p.m.
Sunday.
"Every OVC series is important," Thieke
said. "We stumped our toe the first weekend
(against Eastern Illinois). Now, we' re trying
to right ourselves every weekend . What we
can't do is let SEMO come in and sweep us."
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Ronnie Seets,
Women's tennis
Ronnie Seets
and the women's
tt!rulis team are in
this week's Racer
SportLight.
Seets, sophcr
more from Hamsburg, m., was
named Ohio Val·
ley Conference
,IPlayer of the Week
/Or games played
through March 25.
Seets went lO.for·
19 at the plate for
the week, includingS.for·14 at
Morehead State
last weekend,
picking up 10
RBis. Seets is sec·
ond in the OVC in
hitting (.410 avg.).
The women's
tennis team
defeated SOutheast
Missouri 7..(1 on
March 14, to get
the 498th win in
the program's history. They are still
at 498 wins after a

Poss to UT·Martin
on Wednesday.

Flatfeet
In 1982, the
NCAA Women's
National Champi·
onship replaced
the Association of
Intercollegiate
Athletics for
Women (AIAW)
tournament.
Adapted from
the men's tournament, the worn·
en's version cata·
pulted women's
basketball to a
new level ol popularity.

........
. . .M

Mllc-U

Men's tennis goes to 3-0 in OVC
after defeating Eastem Illinois
The Murray State men's tennis team
defeated Eastern Illinois 5-2 yesterday,
pushing their record to 7-4 overall (3-0)

OVC
Nikola Aracic, junior from Ahaus, Germany, won at No. 1 singles over Blazej Ton·
del 6-2, 6-2, while Thiago Gondim, junior
from Fortaleza, Brazil, won the No. 2 singles match over Lukasz Pluta 6-1, 4-6, 6-2.
Alex Hoyem, freshman from Oslo, Norway,
~on at No. 3 singles over C.]. Weber 6-3,62, and Alex Sundsten, senior from Sandefiord, Norway, beat Brandon Blankenbaker
2-6, 6-4, 6-4. Zakaria Bahri, freshman from
Meknes, Morocco, fell at No. 5 singles to
Dyes Hassib 6-4, 6-4.
In doubles play, Aracic and Sundsten
teamed at No. 1 doubles to beat TondeJ and
Pluta 8-3 in the eight-game pro set, while
Gondim and Hoyem combined at No. 2
doubles to beat Blankenbaker andWeber 85. Murray State, fielding only five players,
took default losses at No. 6 singles and No.
3 doubles.

UT-Martin hands lady netters 4-3
loss to deny chance at 499th win
The Murray State women's tennis team
fel l at UT-Martin 4-3 on Wednt.>sday, denying the team a chance at win No. 499.
'
The Lady Racers won all three doubles
matches to win the doubles point, but lost

OVC Baseball
Standings
(through March 27)
EfU

APSU
Tru
SEMO
EKU

ovc

Overall

5-0
3-0

8-12

4-2
2-1

2-3
2-4
Morehead 2-4
UT-Martin 0-6

MSU

four of the six singles matches to the Lady
Skyhawks. The Lady Racers hosted Evans·
ville yesterday, but the game ended after
press time.
Murray State will host OVC rival Morehead State at 2:30 p.m. Saturday. A special
ceremony honoring the team will take place
at 12;.30 p.m. on the Bennie Purcell Tennis
Courts.

'Breds win two in three-ga•
series against Morehead State
After falling 5-1 in the first game of a Saturday doubleheader, the Thoroughbreds'
offense exploded in a 14-6 win in the second game on Saturday and a 13-11 win
Sunday against Morehead State University.
Morehead scored all five of its runs in the
first two innings on four hits against
' Breds' pitcher Aar<?n Russelburg (3-3),
junior from Hawesville.
Murray State second baseman Todd Satterfield, junior from Henderson, singled
home Nathan Taylor, senior from Paducah,
for Murray State's only run of the game.
Morehead pitcher Eddy Bushelman
recorded 10 strikeouts and allowed only
five hits.
Holding a 5-31ead after four innings, the
'Breds scored five in the fifth for a commanding 10-3 advantage. Center fielder
Gamer Byars, sophomore from Louisville,
doubled home two runs, and Seets singled
home two more. MSU added four more
runs in the seventh to earn a 14-6 win.

OVC Baseball
Schedule
MfrfiiJO
Au >lin r.-•y atllclmoN, 6 p.m.
~ ro:l\ 31

Mon•he.lJ St.t•~•• f.l•rem ktnt...,Ly 121, II

16-9

a.m .

11- 16

noun

16-8

South•Jt~ ~h..ouri ol Murr•y St.>tc (2J, """"
AUJ.lln Pny- "'' F.bt Ttnncs,._~ tat

9- 13

14-2-1
11-14

3-22

E,~,tf.'m

lllinnis tl Tmnt"'5._'t'l'· M.trhn t2)-

N..h,1U..l. noon

Ar n ll
Mo~ Sl.lte •• f.l>~em l:rntu.·l y. noon
Wt•·m llbnocs •t Tm-..-.,\lortlll, 1 p.m.
<;outlltMt MJ_,uri 11 Murr•y Sbt.-, J p.m

Third baseman Ronnie Seets, sophomore
from Harrisburg, nt., finished the game
with six RBis, while Byars had five. Preston
Hesley (2·2), senior from Paducah, struck
out five Morehead batters and allowed
thrl>e earned runs.
The ' Breds scored six runs in the top of
the first inning Sunday, but had to contin·
ue the offensive production displayed in
the previous game. Morehead scored four
run:> in the fourth inning to trim MSU's
lead to 9-7. Both teams matched two-run
outputs in the eighth and ninth innings,
leaving a fina l score of 13-11 in the 'Breds'
favor.

Thoroughbreds' OVC games to be
broadcast on WNBS-AM rad"10
An agreement reached between Murray
State athletics and WNBS-AM in Murray
will allow the station to broadcast Thoroughbreds' Ohio Valley Conference
games this season.
WNBS will also broadcast the ' Breds
OVC Tournament games, scheduled for
May 16 to 19 at Brooks Stadium in Paducah. Neal Bradley will announce the games.
Fans can also listen to the game at the
athletics Web site, www.goracers.com,
through its Live Audio hook-up.
Said Head Coach Mike Thieke: "This is
something that can only help our program."

Intramural Volleyball

M•n#s Te:nni•
Too.oy •·t. Soutlltrn llhnob. 2.:30 p.m .
S.tuN.oy ... Morelltod Sute, 10 • .m.
W~y vt S..'lmonl. 2:30p.m.

Residential Colepsllnd.
Men

Womm'. i T•nnla

RcgL'Tlts

3-1

Clark
White
Thl· XI 210
Hester
BSU
Hart
Pronklin

3-1
3-1
2-2

,

£n\: ll.ttional~

Blrmi"Kham, Alt.

Womm 1 Rowin&
S.runi.Jy ol Ckrnoon Spnnl>. Clemoon.
1

sc

8-INII

S.turd.>y n. SE.'-10 (DH). nom
~und.ly vs. 5EMO, I p.m
Wr.lnt'od•y vt. b-on>VIII\', 3 p.m .

Hart B
~rce:

Ht.-ster

ESPN

The Murray State Shield yearbook
is currently seeking an

1-2
1-2

Forfeit
Forfeit

Women
White

officials for Incident at Ole Miss
Thoroughbreds Head Coach Mike Thieke
has been publicly reprimanded by Ohio
Valley Conference officials for failure to
adequately control his players after MSU's
March 14 game at Ole Miss.
"Although CoaCh Thieke was unaware of
his players actions at the time, it is his
responsibility to ensure that his team conducts itself with sportsmanship," said OVC
Commissioner Dan Beebe.
Several MSU players made inappropriate
comments to game officials as they were
leaving the field, and the behavior continued'as the players walked past the umpires'
locker room.

AI-District IV Second Team
Crystal Kern, senior from Laramie, Wyo.,
was named to the 2001 Verizon Academic
All-District IV Second Team for fall and
winter women's at-large student-athletes.
Kern, a rifle team standout, was one of
two riflers given the district honor and one
of only four Ohio Valley Conference student-athletes named.
,
Kern earned a 3.56 GPA with a pre-veterinary medicine major. She was the OVC's
Most Valuable Shooter in air rifle and was
named to the aU-conference team in smallbore.

Sports Briefly is compiled by Justin McGill,
assistant sports editor.
3-2
2-2
2-3
1-4

4-0
2-0
4-1

0-4

Fraternities
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Sigma Phi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Pi Kappa Alpha
Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Ctu
Sigtpa Pi

Sororftlesllnd.
Schlagerinnen
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Delta Pi
BSU

6-1

5-0
4-1
3-2
2-3
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Crystal Kern named to Academic

Regents
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Richmond
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Don't hope

Editor In Chief
for the 2001-02 school year.
Pick up an application at the Shield
office, 228( Wilson Hall.
Applications must be in to the Shield
office by 5 pm, Friday, April 6,
2001. Call 762-4495 if you have any
•
questions.

for a better
tomorrow
Plan on it .
Master of Public Administration • Master of Urban Planning • Ph.D. in Urban and Public Affails
Pursuing an advanced degree is a major commitment. and our faculty is just as committed to your success as
you are. Our planning, governing, research and leadership courses reflect real-wortd appfications, and we take
into account the time demands of working professionals. It's easy to take the first step. Call502·852-7906 or
visit cbpa.louisville.edu, and we'll help you make your plans come true. Apply now for the fall semester.

College of Business and Public Administration

lNlVERSI1Y<f I.OUISVIIlE.
~

dare to be great

the yearbook of
murray state university
1M Unl\'eiSoty ol L.oulsvolle Is an equal OI>I)OitUnotY onstotutoon
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All NCAA teams share from 'March Madness' tourney pool
BY JASON BtWNGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Even though Murray State has not
played in the NCAA Tournament in the
last two years, they can still reap the benefits of "March Madness" through the
Ohio Valley Conference's participation.
OVC Associate Commissioner Ron English said the OVC received a total of
$564,516 from the NCAA Tournament
after last season. The OVC Tournament
Champion, South~ast Missouri State,
received $25,000 off the top oi the total to
cover tht' expenses of going to the tournament, then the remaining $539,516 was
divided 10 w.1ys and each school received
$53,952.
For each game the NCAA. Division I
basketball conferences play in the NCAA
Tournament, the conference ~.?ams one
"unit," or share, of tournament dollars.
The payouts to the conferences are based
on how many units a conference earns in
the si'< prior tournaments. Tht> total revenue is then divided based on the number
of shares a conference has, often referred
to as a "rolling average," and then distributed evenly to each school in the conference.
English said getting more teams into the
NCAA Tournament would be beneficial
to the OVC for several years.
"We've really been stuck with one game
and one appearance the last few years,"
English said. "Getting more teams and
wins in the tournament would benefit
everyone in the conference for years
because of Lhc rolling average."
A perfect example of a team getting significant increases in re\·enue from the

NCAA Tournament, despite not playing
in it, is nearby Southern Illinois University
in Carbondale, lll., a member of the Missouri Valley Conference for basketball.
SIU Athletics director Paul Kowalczyk
said they received $154,000 from the
NCAA after deductions by the MVC last
year, despite not participating in the tournament. In contrast, STU received $12,142
from playing in t\vo games in U1e National Invitational Tournament in 2000.
The difference bernreen SIU and Murray
State's ~ituations was the MVC having
two to three teams from the conference in
the tournament in the last few years, and
Southwest Missouri State reaching the
Sweet Sixteen in 1999.

Schools with more than 14 varsity
sports for men and women combined get
funding from the Sports Sponsorship
Fund, and the NCAA also gives funding
to schools based on the amount of financial aid, grants and scholarships they give
to student-athletes.
Beebe said for the ave to get a second
bid into the NCAA tournament, a team
would have to have a situation similar to
Creighton of the MVC this season.
Creighton had significant non-conference
wins, lost only one game in the conference, then lost in the conference tournament, but still had a high enough RPl rating to get an at-large bid.

Source: NCAA esltmates
Robert Pierom/The News

by Conference
•
1n

1

He said the best recent example from
the OVC was if the 1997-98 Racers, who
finished with a record of 29-4 after losing
to Rhode Island as a No. 9 seed in the
NCAA Tournament, had lost in the con-

The total money the NCAA divided
among the conferences has increased significantly in the last few years. The total
money distributed to the 30 Division I
conferences was $55 million in 1999 and
$70 million last year.
The Southeastern Conference received
the most money last year at $7.5 million,
while the Big Ten was second at $7.2 mil·
lion. The MVC received $1.8 million, and
the OVC was near the bottom at $564,516.
Jane Jankowski, a spokesperson for the
NCAA, said estimates for the conference
checks to be sent out in April were $7.7
million for the SEC, $7.3 million for the Big
Ten, $1.6 million for the MVC and
$564,516 for the OVC.
OVC Commissioner Dan Beebe said
revenue from the NCAA Tournament was
not the only money individunl schools get
from the NCAA each year. Bach NCAA
school gets $50,000 a year from the NCAA
Academics Enhancement Fund, to help
pay for academic programs.
•

ference tournament. He said the team's
25th ranking at the end of the season in the
final Associated Press poll and its RPI rat·
ing would have been high enough for
them to make the NCAAs.
"We haven't had the success in the '90s
that the Missouri Valley has had in the last
few years," Beebe said. ''They've gotten
multiple teams in, but they have also won
several games. For us to get to that posi·
tion, we have to have our teams win tough
non-conference games, get a significant
total number of wins and then not lose to
prl)grams ranked beneath them both in
and out of the conference. We need teams
to have good luck in the regular season,
but then have bad luck and lose in the
tournament to get multiple teams in the
NCAA."
I
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New Breakfast Snacks: Muffins, Danish, Donuts, etc.
Free 16oz. coffee with purchase.
· Also "New' 4in. Round Cookies, 4 Flavors Only 69tJ

I

Winter Specials
Coffee

1Otj

~ll

Alpha Delta Pi would
like to congratulate
their new Alphas:

Cappuccino
49tJ
Any size fountain drink 49f.

(While Supplies Lost)

50¢ off

We now have roses and bouquets
$1.99 Roses I $4.99 Boultu ets
Lottery/Lotto: Assortment of scratch-offs, all
on-line games; including the new KY Cash Ball
(Replaced Cash 5) and Powerball Power Play
807 N. I lth St.
In front of Wai-Mort
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We're Pumping Up The vo ume!
with $1 o Purchase of Gas at

Deb's Coastal
9th & SYcamore • MurraY
Pick Up Your Wooden Nickel
For 1 FREE Hour of Pool
at Breaktime Bill iards and You Will
Automatically Be Entered In a Drawing To

WIN $100 CASH

• MSU Students Play FREE
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. every day with the
purchase of a $4.00 or more meal.

BREAKTIME BILLIARD§
Hwy 94 E ast
Murray • 759 -9303
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641 In

Pur~ear~

TN

C'901J 24-'l-5813

Thanks to the Stall and Students for
the cooperation while we painted
the residential colleges!
~fic!.l~mruh ©C001\mffi(B0~ l!m@o

elly Bass
nda Merritt
rla Mars
ie Rahija
eather Tyree

Offer good until Summer Break

l;), •

. HaP. Q,,Y, 2,1.J.,I

"

'

With RacerCard receive 3 <:
discount on each gallon
of gas purchased

:1

. "'

Pizza. BBQ, Pool. Bi2ScreenTU

Marlboro- Buy 3 Get 2 free
Basic

'

MondaY - Free Pool All Day Lone
Wednesday Niaht
HaPPY Hour • $1 BEER
$1 BEER
Mon.-Sat. 5-'l P.m.

14 miles South of Murray
121 s.. 1 mile Past state line
(90 IJ 232·8585 l

r-----------------,
MURPHY

' ...
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Kitchen Now Open, Killer Cheesebureers

"Alittle ol' bar in Tennessee"

..

The Murray State News has the
following positions available for
the 2001-2002 school year:
Ad Production NEWSPAPER
No experience necessary!
Knowledge of Quark is a plus

WALT DISNEY

WORLD~

Co71ege Program

Open the door to your future with an
internship at the Walt Disney World Resort.
Network with Disney Management. Make amazing
friendships. And earn crucial real-world
experience. The key to your future 1s now.
Visit us at wdwcollegeprogram.com for
more info. Then go to the presentat1on and
interview for the internship of your dreams!

but not a requirement.
Volunteer and paid positions

4102/01 5:00pm

available.

Industry and Technology Building
Freedcurd Auditorium

Apply in the Ads Office of
The Murray State News.

Application deadline
Friday April 27, 2001
by noon.
Questions?
Call 762-4478

~ C ~~fSHffWorld

"\....)COLLEuE PROGRAM
wdwcollegeprogram.com
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St. Louis will win NL crown over Braves, Rockies, Mets
Analysis

Of all the questions that can be asked offense. Robin Ventura must recover
about the National League this year, .from an off year and the outfield must
only one matters: Can anybody defeat produce. Catcher Mike Piazza and second baseman Edgardo Alfonzo must
the New York Yankees?
That is, of course, if the Yankees not be the only sources of offense.
reach the World Series again. But no
The Atlanta Braves will contend
matter who the National League cham- with the MetS for the NL East title.
pion faces in the Fall Classic, the three- Their success will depend mainly on
straight losses to the Yankees ha,·e how pitcher John Smoltz, right fielder
National League fans pondering if any Brian Jordan, and second baseman
NL teams have the tools to win the Quilvio Vera<~ recover from injuries
World Series.
last season. With Smoltz and Greg
The defending NL champs, the New Maddux starting the season on the disYork Mets, lost Mike Hampton, their abled list, the rest of the starting pitchtop starting pitcher, to the Colorado ing staff may be forced to carry a heavy
Rockies. But the rest of its team burden in April. Rico Brogna also has a
remains intact, and they should return tall order in store replacing Andres
to the playoffs this year either as NL Galarraga, who departed for the Texas
East champion or as the NL wild card. Rangers.
The only problem might be with the
As for the rest of the division, the

jASON
BILLINGSLEY

"CAN
ANYBODY
DEFEAT THE

NEW YORK
YANKEES?"

Phillies will stink again, Montreal will
have the two best players no one will
see in Vladimir Guerrero and Jose
Vidro and the Aorida Marlins will
finally return to playoff contention if
either the Mets or Braves falter.
The St. louis Cardinals look to be
the most balanced team in the NL Central, and should repc.tt as champions
this year. Their weakest spot will be at
third base. After trading Fernando
Tatis to Montreal for Dustin Hermanson and Steve Kline, the Cards got the
quality pitching depth they need, but
arc now thin at third base. Do not be
surprised if St. Louis trades for a top
third baseman near the trading deadline. They are the only team in the Nf.
with five to seven potential starting
pitchers, and they have a fairly solid

bullpen. They have arguably the best
lineup in tht! NL, which includes a guy
named McGwire who looks to be
healthy thb year.
Cincinnati and Houston will fight to
give the Cardinals some competition
with some high-caliber offenses of
their own, but neither has the pitching
staff to win the division. Ken Griffey
Jr. will be in the MVP running, as long
as he doesn't call ESPN again and
complain about too many Jim
Edmonds highlights on "Baseball
Tonight.''
Houston has outfielders Lance Berkman and Richard Hidalgo, but its starting pitching will not improve enough
from last year to win the division.
The NL West is a crap shoot The San
Diego Padres are the only team not in

the running for the title. The other foui
teams will beat each other so much,
both physically and in the standings,
that only one team from the di\rision
will make the playoffs.
The Rockies improved pitching staff,
combined with their powerful lineup
should be enough to win the division.
The Cardinals and Braves will meet
in a rematch for a trip to the World
Series, and unlike in 1996, the Cards
will beat the Braves to face the Yankees
in the Fall Classic. And with the Cardin.tls success against the Yankees in
past World Series, the best baseb<tll city
in America will get its first World
Serit.>s crown since 1982.

jason Bi/Ungsley is tire sports editor for
State Nws.''

" Tite Murray

Yankees to continue recent dominance in American League
Analysis

KEVIN
THO MAS

"THE
POSTSEASON
SEEMS TO BE
THE YANKEES
TO LOSE."

The road to the World Series looks overcome their offseason loss.
B.1ltimore: Baltimore is a team that
as if it will have to travel through New
York for a fourth straight year, but sev- has bt'gun a rebuilding process and
eral teams have made strides to eclipse will play poorly all season long.
the Yanks and move a bit closer to the Toward the end of its disappointing
campaign, the main issue may be
Fall Classic.
AL East New York: The addition of whether this will be the final season for
Mike Mussina to an already superb Cal Ripken.
pitching staff, which includes Roger · Tampa Bay; Not losing 100 games
Clemens, Andy Pettitte and Orlando would be the Devil Rays' best scenario.
AL Central: Oc,•e.land: The addition
Hernandez gives New York a great
chance of repeating as division of Juan Gonzalez and Ellis Burks will
champti.
be what the Indians need to push them
Boston: After signing key frL'e agents to the top of the division. After losing
like Manny Ramirez and Hideo Nomo, the title to the White Sox last year, U1e
the BoSox could contend for the title. Indians and their "all-star" caliber linl!'But with surgery likely occurring for up look primed to regain the title.
shortstop Nomar Garciaparra, Boston
Kam;as City: The Royals seem
will most likely not have what it takes. primed to be the surprise team of the
Toronto: The Blue jays lack of pitch- year. The addition of closer Roberto
ing could prevent a run for the divi- Hernandez to a team that blew 26
sion title. After trading David Wells in saves last year should put them right
the offseason to the White Sox, the into the wildcard r.tce as the season
Blue Jays did nol add anyone to help comes to a close.

Chicago: The White Sox over' AL West: Oakland: Last year the A's to help the Mariners make a run at the
achieved throughout the entire 2000 surprised almost everyone. But this wildcard. But a lack of offense and a
season, but they will not this year. year they will not be able to sneak up No. 1 starter could leave Seattle in the
Even with David Wells leading the on anyone. With continuing great play middle of the pack.
staff and Frank Thomas putting up 35 from reigning MVP Jason Ciarnbi, the
Anaheim: After losing Mo Vaughn
to 40 homers again, the White Sox will A's should be able to swing and pitch prior to the season, any hopes the
not be able to have healthy pitching their way to the AL West title. Key Angels had at winning the division
throughout the entire season and it addition Johnny Damon should add went down the drain. The young bats
will push them to third in the division. stability to the top of the lineup and of Garret Anderson, Tim Salmon, Troy
Detroit: The Tigers could also tum the A's will hold off the rest of the Glaus and Darin Erstad could keep the
some he.1ds this season if they actually West.
Angels in the wildcard race, but like
decide to play baseball before midTexas: After acqumng Alex most of the American League, a lack of
May. Playing at Come rica Park, which Rodriguez - the $252 million man- the pitching will keep them from trying
only yielded 1.7 home runs per game Rangers forgot to upgrade their pitch- not to lose 100 games.
The postseason seems to be the Yanlast ~ason, could hinder success this ing staff. A great line-up that includes
.season.
players such as A-Rod, 1-Rod (Ivan kees to lose. New York will defeat
Minnesota: The Twins have a g<Xxi, Rodriguez), Rafael Palmeiro, Ken Texas and Oakland will defeat Cleveyoung squad and are just looking to Caminiti nnd Andres Galarraga will land in the division series. De:;pite the
improve on their 69-93 record from not be enough to make up for their improvement of Oakland, the Yanks
last season. With better play from poor pitching staff.
will defeat the A's in a compelling six
players like Matt Lawton and Christ·
Seattle: After losing Rodriguez, the game set.
ian Guzman, the Twins could battle Mariners signed several key free
their way out of the cellar in the AL agents like Brct Boone and lchiro Kevi11 Thomas is a contributi11g writer
Central.
Suzuki, players who could be enough jor "Tlte Murray Statr Ntreus."

Now Open

all month
or $39,95

1Vi/4oll '4 71.ttlli4t
114 S. 5th St., Downtown Murray

753-4156

Casa del Sol
1100 Che s tnut St.

VOTE
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
would like to congratulate the following sisters
for being selected for Fall "0" Leaders:
Shay Barnes
Whitney Bushart
Kennette Cleaver
Toni Crum
Ryan Fondaw
Kelli Hall
Jessica Harrison
Karen Hill
Whitney Holland
Michelle Houser
Haley Hudson

.. .

Jennifer Johnson
Lauren Johnston
Kim Luecke
Ashley Meador
Ashley Olson
Jennifer Payne
Stacey Stephen
Meridith Vanderford
Elizabeth Wells
Katie Wilson

0

0
0

ELECT A PROVEN LEADER!
Paid for by candidate.

Are you 23 or older and
could you use .$50 extra dollars?
\nen enter \M ···

Non-Traditional Student
Essay Contest
Starts: Friday, March 30th
Deadline: Friday, April 13th at Noon in the SGA Office

Submit Original Essay on the following topics:
-o-Why are you proud to be a non-traditional student?
-o-What is your definition of a non-traditional student?
-o-What is your most meaningful moment as a non-traditional student?
Sponsored by CAB/SGA
For more information contact 762-6951.

,

APril 9th

fl'ee

• Feat:uring t:he Virt:ech
lnt:eract:ive Pavillion
1 - 6 p.RI.
Hart: College Lawn
and
fa~nfa~-~
· ToRI Deluca - The
Hypnot:ist: Ext:raordinaire 8 ponsore dby:
7 p.01. Curris Cent:er
ftih'l ~
Ballroom
RCA & Coca Cola

food,

fun,&
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Men's, women's golf place fourth, seventh in early season matcheS
BY TIM AlSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

Both the men's and women's
golf coaches are pleased with
their respective teams' performances this weekend in separate
tournaments,
but
expect
improvements in future events.
The men placed fourth in the
18-team Eastern Kentucky University Spring Invitational on
Saturday.
Head Coach Buddy Hewitt
was pleased to get the season off
on the right note.

"Everyone was very easy
going for this to be our first meet
of the season, and this meet
including some of our Ohio Valley Conference foes, like Austin
Peay, Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee Tech," Hewitt said.
The Racers shot a 891 during
the two-day 54-hole tournament.
Methodist College placed first
with 877, host EKU was only
four strokes behind at 881 and
Austin Peay finished just ahead
of the Racers in third place with
a score of 886.
"We shot 36 holes on the first

day and 18 on the second day,"
Hewitt said. "Our three, four
and five guys carried us on the
first day because our senior Jeremy Grantham had a poor first
round, before rebounding and
having . an excellent second
round.''
Grantham, from Mayfield, tied
for ninth with a score o£79-72-70,
for a total of 221, and finished
just eight strokes off the leader.
Hewitt said his team showed a
sense of unity at Richmond. The
team heads to Louisville this
weekend for another tourney.

"We got a real close knit group
of players who respect each
other," Hewitt said. "That helps
make coaching easier if they
back each other up because you
never can tell what the emotions
on the course are like."
The women's golf team braved
the 18-degree windchill in Carbondale, lll., on Sunday and
Monday to place seventh in the
Saluki Invitational. Head Coach
Velvet Milkman said the weather was a huge factor.
"The scores across the board
were relatively low due to the

cold weather," Milkman said.
"You don't realize how it affects
you until you try to grip the
clubs with cold hands."
Ohio University won the 36hole event with a score of 633,
followed by Bradley with 634,
and host SIU came in third with

a 636.
This was the third tournament
of the year for the Lady Racers.
Milkman is glad to ~e some
improvement, but she felt like
more can be done by the team.
"One of our main problems
that I see right now is that we

aren't being consistent throughout the line up, if w~ can do a
better job with that our scores
may go down."
Stephanie Baskey, sophomore
from Mt. Sterling, shot an 82-77,
for a total of 159 to finish in
eighth place just 10 strokes off
the lead.
The ladies will travel to Birmingham for a tournament at UAB
on Monday and Tuesday.
Said Milkman: "We have a relatively young team and it's my
main goal to get players to
peak."

Track prepares for season following Spring Break meet
BY SAM A GUIAR
STAFF WRITER

Whill? most students were
relaxing during Spring Break,
18 members of the men's and
wom£>n's track teams were
tuning up their skills at the
University of Alabama relays.
On the men's side, Alabama
won the event with 29 points,

and Pittsburgh was the best
women's team with 50 points.
With more than 50 schools
participating in the meet,
Racer Head Coach Bob Doty
said MSU earned valuable
experience that will help them
for the remainder of the season.
"Basically, this meet was just
a good opportunity for the

team to get some good experience," Doty said . "It was a fun
meet with good weather and
hopefully those who went got
better from the competition."
MSU will compete at Southeast Missouri this weekend in
the first of two consecutive
meets in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
"SEMO has an event this
weekend and will also host

their relay event next weekend," Doty said. "Both should
be good-sized meets and it will
be a great chance for us to compete against schools with comparable programs to our own."
Following these events, MSU
will travel to Arkansas State
and Vanderbilt University
before hosting the Murray
Twilight on April 28 at Roy

Stewart Stadium. The timing of
the Twilight Event could not
be better for the Racers because
it is the last meet before the
OVC Tournament, which also
will be held in Murray.
jeremy Kirk, junior from
Aloha, Oregon, said the consecutive home meets will significantly benefit the team.
"We don't have very many

home meets, so this will be
good for the team," Kirk said.
"We practice on the track at
least three times a week and
hopefully this will allow us to
get some personal bests. Also,
because we're in the middle of
nowhere, we usually have to
drive a couple of hours to compete. This makes it nicer to stay
here."
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flCJ11hle h<llil'' lnd<"pcn<k•lltc? AVON
h•' what you.tc lnnking for. l.t•t.• t:tlk
Hl*\-94240~}. No up-lro 1nt fer:,

541)1\ TO $(>IlK YP..AN I'OTENTIAlJ
Dat;~ l'ntt)" We n<"t..-d dtrnl pn~to"o"
nowl l'o oexpc:nc-oct• n~·edcd Will lr.UO.
Cnmputc-r ~ulrc.."<l IISS-314·1033 Oc:pt
'I).

MEDICAL
HIP RPI'I.ACf;\iENT St!Rlii'HY: II )·ou
haJ h1p rc:piJ< t:nwnt ~U<Jit'ry ll<:twct·n
199i'l 3nJ Oc<·crnhcr 2000, with ;1 ~ulLcr
Medical lmpbnl '"' ,uffr:tL'<I hc-o~l•n!C
pmhlcm.~. ~~t:vc:~ pam or lruhtlity tn
1~'31" "'~II, you =Y he enlltkd to
~nmpcll.'<:III<>O. CUU AUnmC) Chlrlo:'

John...oo SO().'i35-S727

REAL ESTATE
TENNES~U:\ LAKE llAKGAIN .i Jae,
with ll<Ml ~~~I> S.Z4.~JO llc:auul'ull)' w<~>J ·
~'CI, spt:<U<.:Uiaf 'IC:W,, dt'I."IWd :ll'W'' [()
.\'5.000 .ll n: rt"UC::ttll>rlolllllln l.tkt··OCXt lu
18 hole jlnll tnul'l\c! I':IV<'<I maW., uuh·
I~CS,*>ii>ICSit·d I.e•'"'• low hnanc:ln)l Gil
n<>w· 11()()..704·~ 15-4, t:XI !)H.

TRAVEL
"GET M_..RRifl>" SMOKY MOU1'.1Ail\'>.

·"~ l'ntliOI hc:ll.llllul c:hotpds, nnla'Tne<l
nunbh:lll, COtnpk."tr: ;liTJflilClllCIIW, hun ·
e~nla<mif~moly t"llhln5, htcJtl'1t3kinl!

'oew:-. Wrodull! Arr.mg<"niC."Ol<

23<">9, V.tc.lll<>ll

llOQ.R(;t).
I~I<I!(Hlll llQ().()'I-~~~ ..

'mokywt-ddln)l.'l.<'<>on

PANAMA CITY III'.ACII San<lpiper. lka·
<:on llcJc I• RctM>n. frnm S49 11·2p.
Amve SuniMon
l'r<•t• rught , ~ l lfOI ·
5125101 , ~nttlon~l l'cx>ls, nwr nde.

l'Ullc,, har II00-4AA-811211. """ ,.,. sand·
plj"'IC!rb:acnn «liJl
GET OUT OP nil! COLO! C.rihbt::m
propt:tty lc>r ,.;sle on the hc:Juuful ~,J:znd
of Ro:atln, lk:-.1ch lront, :Oh;unt:un>'ic:....·s.
Free •iJc.'<l 1177·5i(>-lll26. WW"-!>a)i."'
ltlltlfXO('CttiC"S <11111

f"LORII) ....S N'>VARRF. I\ FT. WALTON
BEACH Un.; rov.de<l hcad'lc' n<'ar l)c,.
till. l't, w,,lt<m & l'cn..:Kula .lllr:tllino\'
und n.-:aaur:lnl' lludl!<' ~.ltc• nn luxury
l>e;~,hl'r,mt t!l!1dununturn' www .ouv;tr·
rcrc"'•ns.l!lln H!MI-71fl· C>lOI\

Place a classified ad today!
Payment Js due in advance.
Deadline is 3 p.m. Wed.
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"Authentic Mexican
Cuisine At Its Finest"

1006 Chestnut Street
(Next to Cheri Theatre)

HOVSt

.. . . . . ..
..

" CA$H IN A FLA$H"
Loans On An~thinll Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • K n ives • TV's
S t e r eos • Mu sica l E q uip m en t • Coi n s
J ew e l r y • Stamps • Base b a ll Ca rd s
An t iques • Misce ll aneo u s

713 S. 12 St. Murray

.... .

r .~ I . -.I ; .,
·-~
~

..

uMurray's Largest Buffet"

•
•
•
•

Afl(~.!I<.Sl..~

I>RI\"ERS·TRACTOR TRAII.fR N~.W
STAR11NG PAY SCAL£, p:tld on.:nuuon,

759-9247

CH~XA

<::til

an~time.

1}- Mexican Restaurant
I

Truck t>n·

S<:hooi. C:III toll frt.'<"" 877 97o-4l~iJ
SIFEP N!Gf-l"r.'. RF. HOMI! WI'FI\ENilS,
$11l00 Sign-On-St.tn up lo ~.;}! <P111 ~11
nul~~. family mt•<IK"ill. tlcmal, ''''on.
~01 K, ~~~'"uiun r:ty, Run 2'SiliJ·~\liiiJ
Wt"ekiy mile.~ fiatht-d lr.unlnl! ,,v:,ilahle
.\II "'S.'I~n~-d t<>nvo:nhon:tl llt•ct \iln I
\'CI"'

WIM)()W & SII)JNG SALP. $(")Oil pc:r

w

npcr.~1lons MalT ~hso nt!Ctlcd \l'iJ<' r:1nl(t:
<.>1" p.1id mtcm•h•rs for man) m:tjnn-1
June 16-August I() 8endlt~ lnducle
tr:llnlflll. s:ibl). :~ccommod.ltxln, food,

t:amrng pott:nJial up 1<1 $'iO.UOO ('l<:r y..-.u,
full llencfil~. new mudd <umt'ClU<mal
trJt1<m-, quJhty hurne um<•, h."I!Kin31 &
OTR driVer.< nn.-d<-J . NO S'll I>ENTh
Pl.llASE. Gil .~RCTIC H.XPRI'~~ 81lll-'Jl7·
04~1 ww·w.~n.'lk~(lf'C.'-' tnm, I' 0. llnx
129, Hllli:u-d. OH 43026.

Sunday Buffet
Fresh Buffet
Served
All Day
Soup
Super Desser t & Fruit Bar
759-2348
Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar
406 N. 12th St.
Served 7 Days A Week
(Next to Pizza Hut)
Dine-In Carry-Out Catering
Gift Certificates Banquet Room

Fri & Sat 11 a.m.- l 0:30 p.m. Sun-Tbur 11 a.m.· 9:30 p.m.

753-7113

9:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

753-4424

'
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SGA:
Upcoming election most
contested since 1995
From Page 1
run for office, and I think it is important that students are interested in issues and want to make
this a better campus."
Morgan blamed last year's low voter turnout of
627, which was down more than 550 votes from
the previous year, on the lack of competition for
the marquis positions.
Baker said one of her goals when she accepted
her pogt was to increase voter turnout for the SGA
election. She said she expects at least 1,200 students to exercise their right to vote in this election.
Current SGA President Michael Thome, who
ran unopposed last year, said he is a bit envious
of the races in 2001.
" I am a little bit sad that I am not running for
something because it is going to be a good campaign season," Thorne said. "People are really
going to have to get out and every vote is going to
count. Every group, every person that turns out to
vote is going to be important."
The last time an SGA election saw this much
competition was 1995. That year, five students
were on the ballot for president, three students for
vice president, four students for secretary and the
treasurer position was also uncontested. Like this
election, the 1995 election came on the heels of
another election with a lack of competition as no
executive council position had competition in
1994.

Thorne said the hotly-contested races will give
SGA added momentum heading into next year.
"People will be a lot more aware of who their
officers are when they come back in the fall," he
said. "That was one thing that hurt us last year
because when we came in, not a lot of people
knew us because we did not campaign."

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

Baker has instituted two ideas that she believes
will improve the election this year. The first idea
will assist candidates by an e-mail list serve
between all the candidates.
"That way if any news, questions or issues
come up, I can get immediate information to the
candidates," Baker said.
Her second idea is designed to assist voters
locate the voting facilities on the days of the election.
"In the past, people have complained they
could not find the polls," she said. "This year you
are not going to be able to not find the polls. There
are going to be so many signs, if you are in the
area of the Curris Center you will find where to
vote."
As Thorne closes in on the twilight of his presidency, he offered advice for students who might
not know what to look for in the presidential candidates when trying to make an educated decision.
"It has to be someone that can listen well
because every group on campus wants your eyes
and ears at all times," Thome said. "Broad knowledge and recognition with people on campus is
also important."
Morgan said SGA helped purchase a computer
program that will a1low it to gather such voter
information as classiiication, Greek or non-Greek,
male or female and commuter or non<ommuter.
Also, the program will enable SGA to propose
topics on which students can express their opinions. This year's topic will be whether or not a
Homecoming king should be elected.
Morgan said students must remember their
R.acercard if they want to be able to vote.
"That is one of the things we caru1ot stress
enough," she said. "You cannot vote without that
10, and I don't care if I know you, you have got to
have that 10."
Barring any unforeseen snafus, Morgan said the
results of the SGA elections will be announced
after All-Campus Sing on the evening the polls
dose.
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When students vacate,
congestion drops

1·•1

January
February
March
April
May
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From Page 1
trying to figu re out how to deal with (road
improvements)," Elias said, adding state grants
can help pay for some city street improvements.
While local residents may find traveling a little
easier when college students are out of town, service stations feel the loss of their business.
Don Shaw, Sav-A-Ton manager, said he saw a
drop in business when students were gone for
Spring Break.
"This store was built with the students in mind
and the students are a large part of this business,"
he said. "And I want as much student business as
I can get."
Elias said heavy traffic is not completely bad
because it means city growth.
Said Elias: "We're extremely pleased to have the
students and hope the student population will
keep growing."

SECRETARY:
Rose said preparation
key for going to college
From Page 1
ents of children in a declining school can transfer
them after two years. Likewise, Kentucky schools
are reimbursed based on the number of students
they enroll.
"One of the great things about it is we get to go
to the Waterfield lecture and hear what (Paige)
says about (Bush's education plan)," Whitfield
said. "I'm excited that the secretary of education
is coming to Murray State. I think it speaks well

I
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48
58
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66
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Robert Pieroni/The News

of the lecture series that a man of his stature is
coming to speak."
Rose said Bush's "No Child Left Behind" program addresses the issue of chi ldren slipping
through the cracks of public education for one
reason or another. Too many :;tudents are not
learning how to read, and in return, are dropping
out of school, he said.
"What Bush and Paige are saying is that cycle
has got to be broken," Rose said . "Failure is not
acceptable - it is not an option."
The Waterfield Lt.>eture series started in 1977 in
honor of llarry Lee Waterfield, who contributed
funds toward scholarships for political science
students. The series has has included dignitaries
such as U.S. senators, Kentucky governors and a
former U.S. Secret service director.

SGA/CAB PRESENTS:

t£J• jlflss '*·~~., $141.11 u,.,,.~slif
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Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF

Advantage.
Year 10 and year out, employees at educat1on and

THE TIAA-CREF
ADVANTAGE

research Institutions have turned to TIAA·CREF.
And for good reasons.
• Easy diversification among a range of expenly

Investment Expertise

managed funds
• A solid h1story of performance and exceptional

Low Expenses

personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses

Customized
Payment Options

• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement 1ncome options
For decades, TIAA·CREF has helped professors and staff
at CNer 10,000 campuses across the country mvest for-

WHO WILL SHE BE?
I'

Expert Guidance

and enjoy-successful retirements.
Choosing your ret1rement plan provider IS s1mple

FIND OUT...

APRIL 7TH • LOVETI • 7:30 P.M.!

Go with the leader TIAA·CREF.

SI-GENERAL PUBLIC
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it...

1.800.842.2776

www. tiaa-cref.org
- 1----~-----------------------------·
for 11101l' comple!e infOI'Tnalion on our secunties products, aU
800 842 2733,
5509, for prospectuses.
thtm cartfully before you
R~d

txt

1nmt. • TIAA·CIIEF lndMdual and lnst•tutional Ser.ices. Inc. aod Teach('rs Pei'SONI

trwes~oo

SeMces. Inc d•stnbute se<unties products

• Teache~ Insurance and Annuity Associat>on (TIAA), New York. NY and nAA-CRH Life losurancl' Co, New York. NY ~sue 1~uraoc~ dnd
olnnu1ties. • TIAA-CREI Trust Company. FSB provld('S trust S('rvlces. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not ban~ guaranteed. 0 2001 fHChers Insurance and Annuity AssoCiatlon- CoUege Retirement Equ1ties Fund, New York, NY 01/02
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